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January 1975.

The Honourable Eileen Dailly,
Minister of Education,
Parliament Buildings,
Victoria, B.C.

Madam Minister:

The present report is auxiliary to the main report,
Towards the Learning Community, which was prepared by the Task
Force after consultations throughout the province (1973-74)
and made public in September 1974. We have conducted our in-
vestigations in the light of the principles and recommenda-
tions set forth in that Report; and we recognize that we
could not have concentrated our attention on one sector of the
province if this comprehensive review had not been previously
undertaken. We appreciate the opportunity of amplifying the
recognition of Community College potentials which has thus been
made possible.

We wish to record appreciation of the cooperative assist-
ance extended to us from so many quarters (which we have indi-
cated in detail in one of the Appendices). We were greatly
stimulated by the personal contacts, the college visits, the
briefs and varied information supplied to us, all of which have
helped to guide us to our conclusions. And we have felt com-
pelled, both by these contributions, from instructors and stu-
dents, from administrators and Council members, and by the con-
cern for the Colleges we brought to the task ourselves, to seek
to make our Report an educational document.

While there is keen appreciation of Colleges from those who
work in them, and from the many who have benefited from them,
we encountered recurring evidence that the complex significance,
both of the Lower Mainland as a region, and of Colleges as
multiple-function educational centres, is not as widely under-
stood as it should be. Accordingly, we have prefaced our
recomlendations with an encompassing view of these two subjects,
their interrelationships being better perceived thereby when
our proposals are detailed in Sections III and IV. For further
clarity, important aspects of a fully-developed College system
are given separate treatment in Section V and in Appendices A and
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B. In the maps and statistical tables, we have systematized
only the most relevant and illustrative materials from a much
larger body of information which we examined in the course of
the study.

It remains to add that, aware as we are of the path-break-
ing nature of our major proposals, we should make it clear that
they have been arrived at only after careful examination of
alternatives. There are several short-term and improvisatory
possibilities: but we have elected for the long-range view,
and for the kind of cooperative organization which will realize
on an equable basis the unique combination of services a regional
Community College system can offer. We are well aware this calls
for adjustments and concessions, but we stress the need for
sympathetic reading and mutual consideration, to bring the bene-
fits into being as soon as possible for all concerned.

Respectfully submitted,

1/
blArKA-lit /1C0-74

chairman
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RECOMMENDATIONS

Future Colleges

I. That community colleges in the Lower Mainland not operate exclusive-

ly within specific school district boundaries.

2. That the present Vancouver Community College be r-e-established as

a comprehensive institution to serve the northern part of Vancouver

City with a core facility in downtown Vancouver.

3. That the present Langara Campus of Vancouver Community College be

established as a separate comprehensive institution (Langara Commu-

nity College) to serve the southern part of Vancouver City and

Richmord.

4. That the Special Programmes Division of Vancouver Community College

be phased oui and its preparatory programmes transferred to the

appropriate institutions.

5. That the Vancouver School of Art be detached from the present Van-

couver Community College and reconstituted as the B.C. Art Institute

with a Province-wide constituency.

6. That the Vancouver Vocational Institute be established as a separate

college (Vancouver Vocational College).

7. That the B.C. Vocational School - Burnaby be established as a separate

college (Burnaby Vocational College).
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8. That a new vocational institution (Richmond Vocational College) be

established in Richmond.

9. That the Fraser Valley College be included in the Lower Mainland

system, and that certain vocational programmes be developed.

10. That ` ?resent Capilano College become Capilano-Burrard College

and exi)nd its area of service to the south side of 9urrard Inlet

to include portions of North Burnaby and north-east Vancouver City.

II. That the present Douglas College region be re-defined to include

South Burnaby, New Westminster, Coquitlam, and Maple Ridge.

12. That use of the Haney Correctional Centre for regional community college

purposes be considered.

13. That a new comprehensive community college (Green Timbers Community

College) be established to serve Delta, White Rock, Surrey, and

Langley.

14. That consideration be given in the future to the establishment of

new community colleges in Delta and Langley as the population of

those areas expands.

15. That each of the colleges. in the Lower Mainland provide as wide a

range as Pcsib:e of programmes and services, with unnecessary

duplications and gaps to be identified through a Regional Council.
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Reciona; Coordination

16. That the gcverning body for each college be termed the College Board,

with membership and functions as (Ascribed in the Report of the Task

Force on the Community College in British Columbia, except that at

least one of the nominees of the Nominating Committee be a member of

a School Board within the area served by the college.

17. That a Lower Mainlard Federation of Community Colleges be established,

with a Regional Council. The federated colleges, as described in

this report, initially would include Vancouver Community College,

Langara Community College, Vancouver Vocational College, Burnaby

Vocational College, Richmond Vocational College, Fraser Valley Col-

ege, Capilano-Burrard College, Douglas College, and Green Timbers

Community College.

18. That the Regional Council be composed of:

one College Board member from each of the nine federated

colleges;

two administrators elected by all administrators in the

federated colleges;

- two instructors elected by all instructors in the

federated colleges;

two students elected by all students in the federated

colleges;

two support staff elected by all support staff in the

federated colleges.

19. That the Regional Council be responsible for:

locating and establishing a regional office and resource

centre in consultation with the Department of Education

and the Greater Vancouver Regional District;
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esldbiihing and supervising a Secretariat of professional

and support staff;

providing supportive services to the federated colleges

including such matters as purchasing, payroll, computer

services, and media resources;

identifying needs and planning for new college facilities

and programmes;

liaison with regional committees established by the

Council.

20. That the Regional Council form Regional Standing Committees

composed of the senior officer of each federated college in

programme and service areas common to two or more colleges.

21. That the Planning Officers from each federated college form a

Planning Committee advisory to the Regional Council, to:

maintain continuous liaison with the Greater Vancouver,.

Regional District;

develop statistical information on the characteristics

of college students;

coordinate enrolment projections of the federated

colleges.

22. That the Regional Council establish guidelines for the

establishment and admission of new colleges to the federation

based on such factors as total enro;ment, diversity of programmes,

and the nature of the population served.
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Guidelines for Development

23. That the development of generic preparatory courses leading to all

types of college programmes be accelerated.

24. That a comprenensive study be conducted to identify the skills and

,,,,,ecifications of "occupational families" to aid in curriculum deve-

1(,pment, to facilitate transfer arrangements, and to assist in

defining and distirguishing among vocational, career, and technical

programmes.

25. That vocational training be accorded equality of recognition and

support with all otter types of college instruction.

26. That Advisory Committees for career, technical, and vocational

programmes be re-examined with a view to establishing them on a

regional rather than individual col ge basis, and that consider-

ation be given to establishing similar Advisory Committees in

general education and university-transfer subjects.

27. That social as well as instructional and study facilities be

considered an integral part of college development.

28. That social and recreational facilities be developed on a regional

basis so that they may be shared by members of t:Ie federated

colleges.

29. That colleges include education in the broad as,,ects of community

and regional resource planning,in both credit and non-credit courses.
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30. Tha- colleges individually aid through the Regional Council press

for improved public transportation to serve their campuses, and

that colleges establish transportation linkages among their

campuses and centres.

31. That cooperative attempts to develop media resources and programmes

be encouraged and supported on a regional basis.

32. That each federated college appoint a Community Education Director

to organize and administer non-credit programmes.

33. That the Department of Education initiate a detailed study of the

role, philosophy, organization and financing of adult and continuing

education in British Columbia.
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THE METROPOLITAN AREA

1. The Nature of the Metropolis

Greater Vancouver is the metropolitan centre of British Columbia,

and the Lower Mainland its largest population aggregation. "Popula-

-Hon", however, is only shorthand for men, women, and children, who

live, work, get training, education and recreation in a certain de-

fined region. Moreover, the population growth which has character-

ized this area, not only within the century of its more formal exis-

tence, but most notably in the last few decades, means formidable

increases in building, land usage for housing, commerce, and industry,

development of utilities and public and private institutions, trans-

portation, services, building heights and urban densities generally.

British Columbia and the Lower Mainland centres are favoured goals of

migration; not only from other parts of Canada because of the

relatively mild climate here, but from Britain, Western Europe, and

more recently the countries bordering on the Pacific.

Taking the 1971 Census as a base, and using one of the several

definitions (in this first instance, exluding the eastern reaches of

the Fraser Valley, 1,082,000 people lived in metropolitan Vancouver

as compared with 2,184,000 in the Province as a whole, i.e. 49.5 per

cent. Estimates for 1986 place the metropolitan proportion of the

provincial population at around 45 per cent. If the whole of the

Fraser Valley is included in the Lower Mainland region, as it should

be for several purposes, the percentage is more than 50 per cent.

Thus in broad terms, it can be said that one out of every two B.C.

citizens lives in or around the metropolitan area. Not all of these

citizens are necessarily urban, or "urbanized" to the same extent.

There are still important, though shrinking, numbers of rural and

farm people; and several different kinds of suburbs and residential
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densities. All of this is relevant to college planning; for, as

will be clear from all that follows in this report, the comprehensive

objectives of the community college demand a wide and challenging

perspective.

A metropolitan area has many advantages. It is the focus of a

great and diverse range of employment; particularly white-collar

occupations, commerce, services of many kinds, as well as manufactur-

ing industry. Technical and educational resources are concentrated

here. Two of the three major universities of British Columbia are in

Greater Vancouver. Burnaby in a purely geographical sense is itself

a central area. This, plus the availability of land, has rendered

the location of Simon Fraser University and the B.C. Institute of

Technology, central from a provincial point of view.

The metropolitan core is also a major location of institutions

for the arts - theatres, auditoriums, concert halls, museums, the

Planetarium complex, art galleries, movie houses, etc. The location

of art centres and all the educational visual-aids and participatory

activities associated with an enlightened view of the arts, are, in

fact, a special case deserving separate attention. That Vancouver is

a tourist centre is undeniable; but whether it is so because of

comprehensible and accessible artistic attractions is a matter for

serious examination. And whether the arts, recreation, and enter-

tainment should be considered with an emphasis on tourism, or as

services to appeal to all the residents of the region, the province,

and the nation, is an even more pressing issue.

A factor which is highly relevant to the functioning of

community colleges is that a sizeable number of people, though

they live in the outer suburbs, find their employment in the

Vancouver City area. On the other hand, a growing proportion,
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particularly of white-collar workers, now work in the suburban

a,.eas as a result of the spread of industries, offices, govern-

mental and educational institutions. (Section II 1). This means,

among other things, that evening courses are important, not only in

the "downtown" (central city) area, but in the "dormitory" suburbs.

All these considerations reinforce the warning that population

aggregates are only first approximations, little more than a pointer

to possible trends when applied to community colleges. This is not

only because all forecasts, especially in a metropolitan region, are

so conditional upon industrial and real-estate activity, transporta-

tion programmes, and in-migration, but also becuase there are so many

socio-economic variables affecting the potential candidates for

college ,.ourses and offerings. The presence of a college, or of its

outreach units, is itself a generating factor. The first need is

therefore to inspect what we have, and how far it suggests initial

balance or imbalance; and then to proceed on the assumption that

facilities and coverage should be equitable and efficient for the

whole region, always remembering that "efficiency" is far from a

simple criterion for something so diverse and manipulable as community

college service.

The patterns and problems are different in the built-up core

city than in the suburbs, which have their variable characteristics

also. Colleges have pioneered in vocational training as well as

basic education, in preparatory courses as well as aids to personal

development. Inevitably there are some overlappings, some gaps, some

lack of balance, and some inadequately-resolved problems of

administration. But the assets, in student motivation. the efforts

of administrators and instructors, the services of college council

members and many volunteers and well-wishers, are far greater than

the liab!lities.
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2. The Legacy of Pi-cemeal Development

The Task Force Report has rightly pointed out that "in a number

of major areas affecting all aspects of education policy there has been

a lack of direction at the provincial level", including guidance on

"college growth in terms of sound planning". For the Lower Mainland,

this_is particularly relevant, for a series of initiatives has

produced ad hoc and differential solutions while still leaving some

areas geographically or educationally unserved. "Regional Colleges"

was good terminology as far as it went, but there was no set pattern

of regions for the total province as in Ontario or Quebec. Since

everything depended on the initiative of school boards, ad hoc

combinations of school districts have been brought into existence

rather than true regions identifiable by socio-economic and geographi-

cal criteria. It is necessary to note that some school districts

opted out when referendum votes were held, but in most cases they

have later expressed willingness to parlicipate. It is one of the

characteristics of community colleges, not yet sufficiently realized,

that the very existence of a collage generates students and contri-

butes in inairect as well as direct ways to "community feeling".

But the effect for the whole province would have been different, and

the major guidelines for policy would have been clearer, if all

regions had been identified and at least the nucleus of institutions

established at the same time.

The Task Force has understandably given attentive priorities to

major areas outside the metropolitan peninsula, particularly in the

north. Relatively, the Lower Mainland cities and suburbs have been

better served than other areas. The school boards have more resources,

and some of the pressures which are part of college dynamics have

been greater. This does not mean that balance and equality have been

achieved. The overall region has grown too quickly and without

coordinated controls, residential or industrial, for that to have

occurred.

The absence of a coordinated college policy is not the only lack
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from which the metropolitan region has suffered. Two others have

contributed; the lack of a development plan for the whole area, and

the lack of a fully worked-out and implemented transit network.

Ideally, these are two parts of an integrated master plan. In prac-

tice, we have had piecemeal instalments of both. Carefully surveyed

land-use proposals were formulated by the Lower Mainland Regional

Planning Board, but they have depended on acceptance and implemen-

tation by a dozen or more municipalities with different degrees of

power, different reserves of usable land, and different views as to

the best rationalization of new building and tax-revenues. In tran-

sit, freeways have been given substantial priority at great cost and

with enormous impact on urban shaping, traffic, land values, farm-

land shrinkage, and real estate generally. Until recently, rapid

transit, even bus services, and certainly ferry systems, have had at

best, secondary attention. Urban sprawl has proliferated. The edu-

cational understanding of satellite towns and greenbelts so well es-

tablished in Britain and Scandinavia, ari actually implemented in a

score of examples over the last thirty years or more, has been virtu-

ally stagnant. Planning agencies have not been supplied with the

funds necessary for educational programmes. Public cognizance of

what civic planning means, when it is comprehensively undertaken and

continuously interpreted, has suffered accordingly. It is in this

context that the community college concept has had to struggle to be

born, and there is still a need for better public understanding now

that it is growing up. Considerable advances have been made et vir-

tually every ,Dint in Canada. One provincial government after another

has sponsored surveys, passed legislation, and taken actions which in-

cluded modifications of conventional school and university structures.

There is indeed much to lc ,) already, even from the diversities

which now present thc Lies. There are some who will argue that

such progress is a monument to ad hoc procedures, democratic impro-

vization, or free experiment. It is not a convincing argument when

wise and integrated measures long demonstrated as practical and pro-

ductive in other parts of the world, have been ignored or by-passed.
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"Growth" is no longer the touchstone of economic or social pro-

gress which it has long been, no less in Vancouver than in general

on this continent. The "second thoughts" on this subject, which are

being expressed everywhere, have obvious educational implications.

They affect the operations ano the perspectives of community colleges,

which in the Lower Mainland region must strive to serve the urban as

well as the surburban residents, the farm and rural residents as well

as the city-dwellers, and the province as a whole in so far as a

metropolitan area is by definition the product of the total province

and a vital part of Canada. By the same token, existirg patterns are

as important as all possible projections. Planning by growth alone

will not serve and, if some of the growth has been undirected or even

damaging, it could be detrimental. Maps are essential to force these

facts TO attention,and all of them call for interpretation and

concerned discussion.

The original centre for the Pacific coast peninsula was con-

ceived of by the Royal Engineers and the government of the day as New

Westminster. A few other centres or terminals, notably Port Moody,

were settled all too temporarily because of the slow progress of the

transcontinental railway. The Nortl, Shore settlur..its were origin-

ally I;mited by the ferry, and at some points by rater arbitrary

locating of industrial or seafaring installations. E;-"'-ly residen-

tial expansion was modest, guided by the local railway or "tram"

routes. If these had been the base for a modern public transit

system, the whole pattern of today's Vancouver would have been dif-

ferent. The rights-of-way may yet become part of a modernized public

transit system.

Burnaby, a huge area between the original New Westminster and the

metropolis which grew from Gastown, itself almost as big in acreage as

Vancouver City, was for a long time an uncoordinated area, lacking

even properly-connecting streets and a rational numbering system.

The present major suburbs of Surrey, Richmond and Delta were

primarily farm-land. Efforts at planning there certainly were, and

the reports of Harland Bartholomew should be better known to students
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of Vancouver history than they are. But their recommendations A'ould

seem hardly better than skeletal, in the light of either modern pro-

fessional practice or current urban crises. What has transformed

today's Greater Vancouver, and made it more important than ever to

relate it to the whole of the Lower Mainland, is the automobile.

Real-estate developers have assumed that practically all commuters

will drive their own cars, and many planners have been enslaved by

traffic problems. We have seen massive expenditures on freeways,

heavy alienation of agricultural land, shopping centres instead of

community centres, multiple gas stations instead of mini-parks.

The other side of this picture has been until very recently a

steady decline boin in quantity and quality of the residential sec -

lor$ of the core of the metropolitan area the "inner city" area as

it is now frequently termed. The widespread practice of regarding

the downtown area only as the central business district, rE.ther than

as a coordinated civic centre with a variety of public functions

properly respected and well-located, was symptomatic (Secti)n III 3).

It led to the building of bigger and higher office blocks, 'sterili-

zing" the amenities of streets and blocking the view of the mountains

which once blessed Vancouver's uniqueness. It resulted in tie demo-

lition of more and more old buildings (and often the remainirg sites

of low-rent housing and other facilities) to add to the unsigItly

patchwork of parking lots. The least recognized, yet one of The most

disastrous effects for municipal government, has been the shift of

active young families with children to the outer suburbs. The r

votes and influence may strengthen the quality of the "newer" muni-

cipalities, but their citizen interest in the central city declines,

sometimes completely. Paradoxically, wide dispersion reinforces

rather than discourages the opposition to some appropriate form of

metropolitan government (with local branches or federated neighbour-

hoods) - a logical and direct answer to today's conurbations with

their far-flung distances, needs and responsibilities.

In spite of all these extensions from the original settlements,

the Lower Mainland area of British Columbia must be seen as an
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enclosed area. It is bounded by mountains to the north, by the in-

ternational border to the south. It is intersected by the wide arms

of the great Fraser River, as well as Burrard Inlet. The core is a

highly-concentrated area, virtually a peninsula, incorporating also

the now densely built-up West End and Stanley Park. What is most

easily forgotten is that th,. Lower Mainland region ;ncludes one of

our best reserves of fertile agricultural land, the great flood-plain

of the Fraser Valley, and the great urban outflow of the last thirty

years has taken over much of this land. If it has not been built on,

it has been taken out of cultivation in indirect ways. Freeways,

highway rights-of-way, power-lines, forms of industrial or sewage

pollution, are among the hazards to fanning, and to farm incentives,

which must be debited in the socio-economic balance-sheet. This,

again, has its special implications for community colleges, and is

another part of a balanced appraisal of truly regional proportions.



COLLEGE FUNCTIONS

1. Factors in College Planning

Regional college coordination has to be envisaged on four levels,

which, while they unquestionably intersect and influ,.ice each other,

must nevertheless be identified as clearly as possible.

(1) First is basic geography, and all the physical limitations

and imperatives which go with it, from sea and mountains to traffic

routes. Only maps will depict these factors sufficiently, and an

attempt has been made therefore to highlig.,÷ the essentials.

(2) Second is population distribution more specifically, resi-

dential locations, industrialization (affecting both employment and

traffic), and related community services. Densities and their oppo-

sites, desirable "open spaces", are of first importance, and subse-

quent tables and maps throw light on the main features. The endeav-

ours of GVRD members and secretariat to establish and conserve "town

centres" as well as greerbelt protection are vital in this realm,

and college location must be the subject of collaboration, always

remembering that colleges need "outreach centres" of varying size

and format as well as "main centres". But this means that the com-

position of the residential populations is even more important than

size. The few tabulations which it has been possible to frame on

this subject are only illustrative, and far from sufficient for de-

tailed directives. Materials will have to be generated by colleges

themselves to help serve those purposes.

(3) Certain linked circumstances are highly relevant to the

funct 'ng of community colleges, though they are frequently

unrealized. These are employment patterns. There are several
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implications. (a) A sizeable number and proportion of people,

though they live in the outer suburbs, find their employment in Van-

couver City. On the other hand, a growing number, particularly of

white-collar workers, now work in the suburban areas as a result of

the spread of industries, offices, governmental and educational in-

stitutions. It is estimated that whereas only about a quarter of

work in the metropolitan area was in the peripheral area twenty years

ago, more than one-third is there now. (b) This means that evening

courses are important, not only in the "downtown" (central city)

area, but in the dormitory suburbs. (c) Community colleges, especi-

ally if they give the attention to career courses which these latter

deserve, are particularly fitted to cater to the educational and

vocational demands of ihis development. And again it is adults who

are the prospective students.

(4) The fourth dimension needs the most emphasis at the present

time. This is the distribution of effort between types of courses

and programmes. The so-called "academic" subjects, leading direct-

ly to university third-and fourth-year undergraduate degree work, are

the most smoothly running. Articulation with the provincial univer-

sities has been pursued very effectively; the transfers are well

understood by students, and the three-step progress from high-school

to college to university is popular with high-school graduates and

their parents, and with a growing proportion of "mature" (older) can-

didates. Langara, Capilano, and Douglas all have good records in

this respect. In the second area of specific technologies, college

negotiations with BCIT have established a clear relation between

first-year college credit and BCIT transference. It is possible that

some expansion may be in order here, and the wider use of the Advi-

sory Committees both in relation to manpower research, and to

regional-provincial overview, is suggested elsewhere. What is most in

question however, is the proportion of time, resources, and personnel

so far devoted to both career and vocational courses. It is here

that differences between, for example, Capilano College at one ex-

treme and Vancou\ T Community College affiliates at the other, show up

most distinctively. Academic courses are heavily favoured in West
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Vancouver, but there is good reason to believe that innovative career

packages and vocational skill training are needed in other sectors of

the North Shore territory. Vancouver, by contrast, has a sizeable

achievement in both creating and coordinating career programmes (such

as welfare aides, kindergarten aides, police training, journalism,

photography, library technicians, etc.) Buf the Vancouver Vocation-

al Institute, with twenty-five years of service behind it, has over-

crowded quarters, overworked machinery and three shifts for some

courses, all in the face of chronic shortages of skilled tradesmen

in several industries and many parts of the province. Because of the

importance and the special requirements of vocationa! instruction,

separate attention is given to this matter elsewhere. But, in gene-

ral, we recommend continued attention by all colleges to the mode of

inter-connecting unit courses and occupational "packages", in commu-

nity services, business, and applied arts (in which Vancouver Commu-

nity College has been a continuous innovator); and its application

on a regional scale. Other aspects of regional coordination, parti-

cularly comprehensive transferability, are dealt with elsewhere in

this report.

So also are our recommendations on (5) the fifth dimension of

regionality, namely, administration and autonomy. This understand-

ably is of most immediate and practical concern to all college per-

sonnel, including students. Its importance requires two sections of

this report, but as we have tried to indicate, it too must be rela-

ted to the physical imperatives of British Columbia's metropolitan

base.

2. From School to Work: The "Critical Juncture".

It is decidedly enlightening to examine the concept of "continu-

ous learning" in relation to situations not always associated with

it: the passage from school to work. Conventionally, this "critical

juncture", as it has been aptly named in recent Ontario studies,

occurs at high-school completion. In British Columbia, this is

24
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nowadays Grade XII. However, it has not always been so; it is not

for many disadvantaged groups, for so-called "drop-outs" (who may

leave because they do not like school, or for reasons not associated

with educability but rather with economic pressures); and it does

not have to be. There is no particular magic about Grade XII or age

eighteen; there are already several varieties of high-school curri-

culum, and there could be more. And school systems in other coun-

tries, and in other parts of Canada, illustrate several different

junction points and decision-stages; the "eleven plus" examination

(now fast disappearing in Britain), the junior-senior transition,

Grade XI in Quebec, Grade XIII for university entrants in Ontario,

and others. There are not wanting advocates of an educational pause

at Grade X or thereabouts, with several options left open to young-

sters; to travel, to work, consult with parents and acquaintances,

bonder on alternatives, and resume education after this transitional

period on some kind of a "contract" basis.

Such reflections not only remind us of (a) the essential factor

of alternatives, but of (b) the need for some enlargement of common

attitudes about "work". Everybody agrees that school is "preparation

for life", or for "the adult world", but there is neither agreement

nor sufficient breadth in the notions of what life or the adult world

is about. For most people, it does mean work, and there is much to

be said for this starting point. It means work in two different

dimensions. First, only a minority of school-leavers go on to uni-

versity, so that for a majority of school-leavers, occupational ob-

jectives, whether they involve further training or not, are much

closer in their thoughts and goals. University study is almost in-

variably a preparation for work, even though "professions" are usu-

ally distinguished from "ordinary" work. Actually, the proportions

of students who go on to university from secondary schools or private

schools vary from school to school, with perhaps less than ten per

cent in some, more than fifty per cent in others. It is not so much

the school which is the cause, as the socio-economic status of the

parents, and in this connection there are associated locational, and

sometimes ethnic factors. Series of studies, from Canada no less

irer-4.-)
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than other countries, attest to the basic fact that the principal

correlate in determining university attendance is the level of paren-

tal education, and some of the attendant occupational inter-connections.

Of course, there are exceptions and they have, in icc+, become more

and more important as social policy has broadened. Scholarships or

related student loans and grants are one of the reasons; but post-

secondary alternatives are the other basic reason, and it is here

that the relevance of the community college is crucial. Before this

is enlarged upon, however, the second dimension of "work" needs some

emphasis.

Too simple Thouch it may sound to some, and unpalatable to

others, all education involves work. Whether it is self-study, con-

ventional class attendance, tutorial instruction, or acquiring craft

skills, there T_.3t be personal involvement. The greatest gift of

education is to know "how to learn" the core of educational motiva-

tion is to "want to learn". There is an important consequence here

that cannot be too often repeated, for it has implications for all

intermediate institutiols, whether community colleges, technological

institute,, or trade schools apprenticeships, and other vocational

or craft programmes. The decision to "learn a trade" is just as im-

portant as to seek "higher education", or to enrol in night school

for personal development or enhanced citizenship. Adult education

personnel are attuned to this, because people of all age-groups do

not come to extension lectures or recreational programmes unless they

want to; and both the motivation and the particular facets of life-

experience which they bring with them are invaluable ingredients of

the educational process. Education programmes and training pro-

grammes, accordingly, should not be separated; the status distinc-

tions that attach themselves to "academic", "occupational", and

"trade training" must be combated; and the spectrum of choices which

is the genius of the community college must be defined, encouraged,

and extended.

Even the useful word "intermediary" is liable to misunderstand-

ing. The community college is not merely a stepping-stone. The

26
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"open door" is open at both ends. For people who as a result of col-

lege work are now motivated to seek a technological diploma or a uni-

versity degree, the college exposure is not only educationally

valuable, it may well have given them or confirmed for them, a practi-

cal or community orientation. But the entrance resources are even

more valuable for people who have lacked or missed opportunities

hitherto, who may have rediscovered interests in training or sturf,i

as a result of work experience, travel or domestic life. Thy college

may be a beginning, but it is not an end. It is el place one may well

want to come back to several times. Continuous learning and adult

education can take many forms. Upgrading, retraining,in-service and

professional development all have essential values in the world of

work. But if there is anything which is more needed than skilled

and educated workers, it is"responsible citizens". This too can take

many forms. "Citizen participation" and "community development" are

high on the agendas of public affairs today; but they require know-

ledge as well as action. Family life education is relevant to both

vocation and citizenship, for men and women, and for fathers, mothers,

and children. There are few who will maintain that it can be left

to the schools, to universities, to television, or to the advice

coiumns of newspapers. To be an intermediary in the modern world is

a difficult function indeed. The colleges cannot make their contri-

bution without a salutary measure of public education. But with

some concessions on all sides, "vocation" can be given the fullest

interpretation it should have; vocation and education can be comple-

mentary, not opposed. The cliches of "practical versus theoretical",

or "hands versus heads" have all too long been stumbling-blocks to

far-sighted curriculum building.

3. Continuous Learning: Who Are Involved?

In the last twenty years or so, there has been a remarkable

growth in acceptance of the continuous learning concept. There is

much more to it than the basic idea that one can learn at any age,

and that "education" is complete when one finishes school or
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graduates from university. It means, to start with one of the most

challenging components, that education before school, which depends

on the family and the early childhood environment, may well be more

important than the formal schooling which starts at Grade I or age

six. It means further that the elementary and secondary schools may

not be able to supply all the needs of the younger generation, not

only for mind-broadening and understanding the heritages of civili-

zation, but for vocation in the modern world of expanding occupations

and changing techniques, and for community understanding and the

responsibilities of citizenship. If this view is challenged, it

must be tested against a half-dozen major assessments of the school

system in the United States alone, to say nothing of studies in

Canada, Britain, Scandinav1a and elsewhere. This part of the picture

is relevant for two closely-related reasons, (a) the large proportion

of college students who come from the high-school graduation stage,

or near to it, and (b) the mixed psychologies of alienation or apathy

on the one hand, and of reticent conditioning on the other, which

some college students may bring with them. The college offers a new

look, and it is usually freer and more comfortable than the massive

university. Nevertheless, continuous learning may be far from a

smooth transition in this critical period, especially since there are

more choices easily available and the issue of career versus higher

education becomes a sharpened one. "Critical juncture" is in fact

more descriptive than "continuation" in this first half of the col-

lege session. This is one of the special reasons why counselling is

so important a function in college operation. It can be extremely

valuable, but it is also onerous and complex. Counsellors quite

properly feel the need for consultation with their counterparts in

other colleges and other educational and training institutions; and

everything should be done (in time-tabling, travel costs, information

coordination, etc.), to facilitate and develop this function. The

growth in interest in Women's Studies is only a further and highly

contemporary example of this special dimension of the college system.

This is still only part of the story, however. A growing pro-

portion of the student body of the fully developed college is not

28
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recent school-leavers, or young men and women. It is drawn from the

older and majority age-groups; men from jobs that do not satisfy or

reward them, or with skills that seem to be insufficient or no longer

in demand; women who for a variety of reasons want to enter or

re-enter the labour market; women and men whose family responsibi-

lities have changed, leaving them with more free time; farm resi-

dents who want more technical knowledge or want to leave the farm,

or who want more recreational or educational or "urban type" inte-

rests to help them remain on the farm; older and retired people (not

forgetting widows) who may have skills or interests or experience to

offer, or who may want to fill up the gaps which retirement or lonely

living ma otherwise threaten. Continuous learning has come into

vogue, not only because there are actually more of such people, but

because of the recognition that (a) one can learn, if encouraged, at

any age, and (b) learning in some areas, such as public affairs,

international issues, physical fitness, ecology, inflation, discrimi-

nation in listening, reading, or the arts, is more important than ever.

This amount of description, and it is far from complete, is nec-

essary to show the unique significance of the college, but also its

difficulties. It is an excellent thing to mix all age groups and di-

verse specializations; it is a very difficult thing to administer and

to teach a wide "cafeteria" of courses, units, seminars, day and

evening classes, relatively short semesters, part-time and full-time

students - and in a complex of centres. If facilities are inadequate

not only for lecture and seminar rooms but fo'- study, food, rest,

meetings, and social gatherings, the stimulus may fade and frustra-

tion take over. Overcrowding is bad enough at the university, and we

are having evidences of it in Canada which are relatively new, but in

the college circumstances it can be far more damaging. If we believe

in continuous learning, therefore, we must now understand better the

ways in which it can best be provided. In the metropolitan complex,

the problem is more challeng*ng that in smaller centres and rural areas.

Even this does not depict the totality. Continuous learning

goes on today outside the educational intitutions and in the commu-

nity at large on a vast and accelerating and powerful scale.

2:9
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Television is the outstanding example. Many children spend more time

looking at television sets than they do studying at school. Some of

them listen interminably to mechanized music, and d3 their homework

"with radio". Viewing time among adults is a preoccupation without

precedent in ary previous era, and some of this to any objective

analyst of news, information, entertainment, or culture, is better

described as mis-education. The adult college candidate who is by

attendance showing his or her willingness to study is undoubtedly

being armed against unwary conditioning; but "continuous teaching"

in the 1970's environment is none the less exacting. College in-

structors have much to their credit in enlisting the aid of modern

communications technology such as broadcasts, visual aids, study cas-

settes, and language labs. However, they still need time for personal

contacts, seminars and debates, coping with negative as well as posi-

tive responses to learning and to some of the formerly traditional

disciplines, such as history, which are no longer taken for granted.

A long-range view must face unprecedented rates of change and

the stresses and counteractions it produces. There are many examples

- the impact of television, managerial revolutions, what Galbraith

has called the growth of expectations among low-income groups, and

the changing values of many young people as evidenced in the increased

interest shown for creative skills, craftsmanship, and communes. The

four-day working week already exisis; not everywhere it is true, but

more widespread than many realize. Holiday allowances are steadily

increasing. Automation and cybernetics are realities; technology

is constantly making skills obsolete and new skills necessary. Men

and women need to renew their interests and develop their inner re-

sources, whether one wishes to think in labour market terms, or in

leisur9-time terms, or in terms of the future and the quality of life.

Emphasis on types of linkage has become more important as the danger

of monolithic structures has grown greater.

. It is timely to add at least two auxiliary points to this "new

look" at educational opportunity. (I) One is its importance for

women. Conventional patterns of male and female rolEs are changing
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at last, and nowhere more than in educational institutions and occu-

pational entrance. If women are no longer to be oriented over-

whelmingly to teaching, nursing, and stenography, and to home econo-

mics or biology at universities, the range of choice for them is an

even more cr:tical matter than for men. Counsellors and curriculum

designers, no less than employers, have to be aware of this; and

appropriate flexibility in qualifying requirements and career objec-

tives must be built into courses and programmes.

(2) Similar considerations, but for different reasons, apply to

potential students from farm and rural areas. Migration has been

accelerating from rural areas to metropolitan centres. One of the

constructive remedies is to make rural and farm life more attractive.

However, it is not a questi' , solely of cffering technical instruc-

tion, important as this is for the preednt and future of efficient

and rewarding agriculture, but it is also imperative to offer cultu-

ral and personal development opportunities. Adult educators will not

need to be reminded of the virtues of the century-old folk high

school movement in Scandinavia and what it has contributed to the

livability as well as the efficiency of the Danish farm; or, closer

to home, the efforts of the Antigonish cooperatives in Nova Scotia,

or the Commission on Rural Life in Saskatchewan (1957). The whole

question of rural amenities must be brought up-to-date; not only be-

cause, in the Lower Mainland, the farm areas are so tied to their

metropolitan setting, but because there are all the potentials of

multi-media services, which can change the whole quality of modern

education as well as restoring some of the city-country balance

which is,at present, seriously endangered.

Following our consultation with the Extension Branch of the

Provincial Department of Agriculture, we have been supplied with an

extensive list o` possible areas of instruction for established,

part-time, and prospective farmers, for youth from rural areas, and

for technician training, which we are passing on to Fraser Valley

and other colleges. The Branch advises that general course=

"agriculture" are unsuitable, because they do not discriminP,re
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sufficiently between the levels of management and operation involved,

but also because the necessary facilities or experienced staff are

not assembled for the task. A fully representative Advisory Commit-

tee is therefore essential to examine carefully the structure of

courses and the competence of instructors. The present committee

operating for BCIT courses now includes government, university, and

farmer membership and will be developing liaison with Fraser Valley

College. It would be desirable for it to report to other colleges

through the medium of the proposed Regional Council and any of its

appropriate inter-college committees.

4. Post-Secondary Programmes: The Implications for Flexibility

It will be readily apparent from all the considerations assembled

in this Report that flexibility is a watchword for the operations of

a community college. We wish to acknowledge at the outset that, from

all of our contacts with the colleges, and from the preceding evidence

assembled by the Task Force from which our own work stems, col'ege

personnel from council members and principals to instructors and

support staff are well aware of this guiding principle. Nevertheless,

it is valuable to spell out as clearly as Possible the various

elements and directions which are implied. Flexibility does not come

into operation without give-and-take adjustments between colleges,

between regional administration and tne local centres, no' least

between instructors, counsellors and students. The "open door" must

have some regulations for the common benefit and the guidance of

newcomers; it must not become a "revolving door" because students

overload or overestimate their capacities. Satisfying flexibility,

in a word, assumes intelligible responsibilities.

(1) Widest possible ch, ice of courses. The possibility of

changing from academic to career or occupational courses is one of

the most welcome resources of the community college. The time-table

programming, by terms or semesters, helps this directly. The student

is not bound to a university session which might become a lost year;

he or she retains credit for units completed (and they may be
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transferable); there is no stigma attached to making a shift. The

wide spectrum of career programmes is a boon to the student searching

for something attractive as well as productive, and which will

therefore generate motivation. The shorter time-span, as compared

with a university degree, is further incentive, besides involving

far less cost.

(2) Freedom of choice, combined with informal and sympathetic

counselling. This combination is deliberate, in the light of what

has been said above. Counselling is another built-in feature of the

college; there are always students who do not need it, but few who

will not welcome it when they need comprehensive information before

making selections, or reassurance about their own abilities or

tenacity. The fact that college constituencies are far from confined

to recent high-school leavers must never be forgotten. The "mature

student" - now happily being recognized by universities - is closer

to being typical for colleges and certainly creates a sizeable and

recognizable group. The senior citizen, the worker who needs upgrading

or a new skill, the married woman whose children are now grown up,

must feel some freedom of choice. They do not want just to "go back

to school"; they will usually welcome a mixture of ages and backgrounds,

and they will respond enthusiastically once they have negotiated the

initial period of transition. Combinations of career units per se and

general education, community'service, or personal development units,

may be of particular value to .,!ch people; and here again the truly

:omprehensive college, with community linkages, can cater fully and

well.

(3) Career orientation adaptable to peop!e and to society.

Universities can claim, quite properly and with considerable credit,

to produce professionals; institutes and polytechnics produce highly-

skilled and knowledgeable technologists; trade schools create skilled

craftsmen. But the needs, not only of the modern labour market but of

social services, of modern government, of new urban and rura: develop-

ments, and of constructive leisure and cultural activi4les, are more
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diverse and complex than ever before. The occupational components

should be seen as careers in the best sense, offering satisfying

employment both in service and in personal terms. They may be

"stepping-stones", leading the way to further advancement or training,

but not "stop gaps" or "dead ends".

One of the valuable devices pioneered.by some colleges (in our

area, the Vancouver City College, as it originally was, and its

affiliated units, is a most creditable example) is the "package

programme" built from a combination of units or courses. This serves

several purposes. It permits courses to be established for their

intrinsic contributions, such as geography, local history, social

science, competency in English, and basic mathematics. It permits

combinations of general as well as technical education, a cross-

fertilization more and more necessary in a world in which specialized

technology and knowledgeable citizenship too easily become divergent.

It facilitates up-grading, whether for students who left high school

at early grades, for academic preparation (university or BCIT

entrance), or for prospective trainees who are handicapped by

relatively unskilled backgrounds. Finally, it offers the resources,

sometimes with new units which are easier to construct because of

elements already taken care of in existing courses, for creative

programmes meeting new occupational needs, or old needs which have

been met before only by improvisatory methods or a few adaptable

individuals.

We have recommended elsewhere that the advisory committees for

career courses, which were originally instituted for all technical

programmes, should be re-examined with a view to coordinating their

expertise and practical advice on a regional basis. We have also

recommended some research projects which would clarify demarcations

of professional-technical-service levels. It is obvious that such

developments would mesh well with the programme patterns and their

capabilities of adaptation referred to here. is perhaps as well to

emphasize in this connection that apprenticeship and trade-training

courses, and work-study projects, should be equally considered along
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with all other occupational levels, in applying this investigation to
toe metropolitan network. The "in-service" idea need not be confined
to the professions or the universities; its applications are highly
relevant to today's rapidly changing economy and society, and the
Lower Mainland must be a major locale and an enterprising leader.

(4) Widest effective transferability arrangements. On the
initiative of the Academic Board, much progress has been made in the
articulation of community college courses accepted for first and
second year university credit. This is one of the best recognized
transferability areas, for it has been a procedure for which junior
colleges were actually established in California and several other
U.S. states. It was, moreover, anticipated in principle by the
Macdonald Report on British Columbia higher education (1962); though
whether that report recognized the fullest implications of the compre-
hensive college is debatable. Once colleges became operative in
B.C., their initiatives and cooperative discussions with BCIT

(established in 1962) led to provisions for appropriate first-year
courses in the colleges to be accepted for transfer to the Institute
of Technology. This is a situation much to be desired. In its parti-
cular capacity for highly selective and concentrated training, BCIT
is, like the universities, a basic provincial resource. It should
therefore be available for candidates from all areas who can qualify.
In its first years, it was common to receive applications from
students who had already spent a year or even longer at a university.
There is nothing basically wrong with this, but it is reasonable to
hope that, with widely disseminated information and counselling, more
logical and less uneconomic transitions will become the rule. The
considerable extension of evening classes at BCIT is also creditable;
it is further evidence of the value of a central resource for people
who are motivated to occupational improvem-3nt when the credits they
need can be fitted into their available time.

Transferability between vocational schools and other institutions
may seem less straightforward, but it must he fully explored. The

Oaltr.a)
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requisite intermediary is undoubtedly the community college, but there

is room for working out new divisions of labour, and perhaps some

creative transfer-course construction. Preparatory courses for

vocational programmes have been instituted in some places; (for

example, for candidates with less than Grade X schooling); there is

also a growing need for clerical, arithmetic, record-keeping and

similar components to the skills of modern industry. Some general

education courses, in geography, economics, or ecological aspects
\

of British Columbia, are likely to be welcomed when their relation

to logging, construction, metalworking, etc., is clearer than it

might have seemed in secondary school. At best, a review of these

vocational areas should be undertaken by representatives of public

post-secondary institutions, notably those that specialize in

vocational courses, the colleges, and BCIT. And the relevance of

this area of articulation to the clarification of "technical levels"

recommended elsewhere, is readily apparent.

(5) Aspects of regional coordination. It is clearly necessary

to develop transferability not only between all levels of education

and certification, but geographically as well. Regional planning will

assist in this, through the collective examination of college and

centre calendars. The products are not just the elimination of

duplication, but desirable specialization in career or community

undertakings, better insights into "gap areas", and clearer mandates

on proposed innovatory ventures. Perhaps only a few community service

offerings raise issues of transferability, but if credits or certifi-

cates are involved at all, transferability is sometimes more

important than sheer geographical accessibility. Time-schedules are

relevant in that long-distance commuting once a week may be acceptable

and bearable, whereas a three-nights-a-week requirement would not. A

preview of applications or intended registrations might prepare the way

for a shift to another college or centre within the region, or the

setting up of a local unit in a school or other building most

suitable for the majority.
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5. Transferability: Some Curriculum-Building Dimensions.

There is one type of course offering for which the community

college has a special vogue, and this is the preparatory or introduc-

tory course which can take many forms. It may be designed for the

person who is coming back to study (or "further education", as

distinct from "higher education", as these terms are used in Britain)

after a period, long or short, out of school; for the person

upgrading in skills or in knowledge of current technology or related

sciences; for the person wishing to go to university who does not

possess the formal entrance requirements; for the person taking a

"later-life" interest in a particular subject or general education or

public affairs; or as an educational framework, composed from rele-

vant subjects, for a career course which many not have been packaged

or thought of in integrated form before (e.g. social welfare aide,

child care worker, planning assistant, pollution or noise-control

technician, etc.).

It would be a great mistake to regard such courses as elementary

or as easy to teach. A truly integrative and enlightening course is

generic rather th,n elementary; it must introduce the studerr! to

several branches of knowledge, but show their application to a social

service, a technique, an industry, a professional or civic responsi-

bility. Training must be illuminated by education if it is to

encourage and facilitate self-development. These unfortunately are

all too easily treated as cliche's, and they must be brought to life.

Overemphasis on technique, or on abstract concepts, or on one

"discipline", will destroy the balance. And the studies, which may

of course include skill practice or field work must be attuned to a

mixed group men and women, young and old, married and single,

different ethnic groups. There is an advantage for students in ex-

periencing the contacts and exchanges of a mixed group, but the

instructional climate cannot be that of the high school or first-year

classroom.

Fortunately, there is a sizeable and growing body of experience

with this area of preparatory-generic curriculum building. The Arts
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programme at UBC, the College Preparatory courses at VCC and elsewhere,

the Skill Development courses at vocational schools and community col-

leges, and some of the general course units built into career-programme

"packages", are different examples. It would he a highly valuable

exercise if the colleges, together with the Faculty Association and

the B.C. Association of Colleges, could organize a Conference on

Preparatory Curriculum Building, which could review this experience

and lay down some guidelines for future planning. The subject is of

course not confined to the Lower Mainland, but the metropolitan colleges

have larger numbers and more opportunity. The Conference could unite

participants from the universities and from such groups as the Cana-

dian Studies Foundation; and it might well require a series of sub-

committees or interest groups, such as Canadian Social Studies

(history, geography, political science, etc.), Environmental Studies

(soc.al as well as physical and biological scierces), the

Para-Professional Services Today, Social and Economic Aspects of Tech-

nology, Regional Planning Concepts and Practice, Education for

Community Service and Citizenship, Knowledge for Leisure and Culture,

Mass-Communications and Civic Education, and so forth.

There are some administrative matters which can be pointed up

against this background. One is the articulation of first-year

university courses. Considerable progress has been achieved through

consultations subject by subject between university and college in-

structors, but there are still some unresolved conflicts. Neither

the curriculum designed for Grades XI and XII secondary school

students, not first year university courses designed for students who

are going to specialize in history or psychology or mathematics, is

necessarily the better model. ComprOmises must be struck between

intensive bibliographical reference on the one hand and general-

knowledge applicability and citizenship understanding on the other.

College instructors must beward of lax "dilution" at one extreme, but

also of formulating specialized courses more appropriate to third or

fourth year university majors or graduate research. Only a coopera-

tive discussion of differential objectives will achieve this result;

the goal is not one of over-detailed standardization.
ON
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A different area is that of preparatory or auxiliary courses for
vocational and career programmes. It is an area in which community

colleges are well equipped to serve, provided that they consult

freely with technical instructors and with advisory committees, and
there is goodwill on both sides. It is altogether likely that student

discussions could help also, if they are well planned. The differen-

ces between beginning, middle, and completion of course assessments

wou17, be instructive. Each craft and service has its own unique fac-

tors, and there is much need for joint evaluation of the performance
of graduates. The time scale, especially for short courses, work-

study, and apprenticeship systems, must also be reckoned with. But
there is a guiding principle which all concerned, including educators,

students, vocational instructors, and employers, should recognize.

The over-riding goal of all instruction is to help people learn how
to learn. Whether it is a skill, a service, a profession, or a dip-

loma, this is the real test of the curriculum. "Curriculum" of

course includes the study facilities, the instructors, the learning

environment, fellow students - and the opportunities of the region.

6 Vocational Education: Appropriate Dimensions

No decision can be made about courses primarily of a skill-

training nature that does not take into account their special charac-
teristics. Vocational courses derive from many sources; apprenticeship

systems in such industries as construction and metal-working, with

agreements which have been worked out with trade unions; training

projects organized for the unemployed or the unskilled or insuffici-

ently skilled by the Department of Manpower; training projects sugges-

ted and supported by business firms; "pre-employment" programmes,

whether designed to help people find a job, or to upgrade them prior

to taking a specialized course; night-school classes organized through

school boards, which may relate to any of these. Some candidates pay

fees, while others receive Department of Manpower training grants.

Many courses may be of short duration, and most are completed within
ten months. Candidates are eligible with Grade X high-school comple-

tion, though many have Grade XII; some upgrading may be supplied; some
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mature students may be accepted on experience grounds. Not all

courses are of bench-and-tool type; secretarial training is a large

section, and there are service groups such as practical nursing.

Instructors are recruited very largely from the industries or institu-

tions in which the occupations are usually employed. Not all become

full-time instructors, and some are virtually on a loan basis. Equip-

ment is obviously of basic importance, and there are recurring

problems of changing technology with which instructors and course

lay-outs have to keep pace.

Of the value of this skill development - commercial, industrial,

governmental, and personal service there can be no doubt. It is

estimated that in the twenty-five years of operation of what is today

Vancouver Vocational Institute, some 55,000 graduates have received

skill training, and they are to be found not in the Vancouver region

alone but all over the province. The concern to develop secondary

manufacturing industry in British Columbia, and the marked growth of

service industries and occupations,add further to the importance for

the future of this branch of instruction.

The time has come when vocational training in the metropolitan

area must be accorded equality of recognition with all other types of

instruction. It is on these grounds, that we are recommending the

separate establishment of the VVI as a self-governing vocational

college, also that the present B.C. Vocational School in Burnaby should

become similarly the Burnaby Vocational College. The Board of each

college would be constituted on the same general lines as those

proposed in the provincial Task Force report, IRA w;th appropriate

representation from industrial interests and labour. There may be

advantages to be gained from coordination of the several Advisory

Committees at present functioning for the specific courses, with

extended reference for both metropolitan and provincial purposes, and

we suggest this to the colleges for consideration. Looking ahead, the

provision of more career courses in Richmond, Surrey, and the Fraser

Valley generally should be kept in view. The instructors in existing

institutions have expressed their confidence in the advice and
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cooperation of these advisory committees; and we assume that organi-

zation and evaluation meetings might be welcome, for vocational-

technical groups or "families" of occupational instruction. We are

hopeful that the agreement recently documented by the Minister of

Labour and the Minister of Education will facilitate the review of all

vocational curricula, and that advisory committees and relevant

instructors will participate as effectively as possible in this review.

So far as can be judged, only a minority of present students ap-

pears to be interested in expanded courses byond their immediate

practical training, such as are characteris.ic of the career-

programme "package". An even smaller minority seems interested in

possible transferability to university programmes or to the BCIT.

But these minorities are important; with improvements in the facili-

ties and attractiveness of the Vancouver and Burnaby Colleges,

transferability procedures should be facilitated for all students

capable of continuing their education and training elsewhere.

It is abundantly evident that the Vancouver Vocational Institute,

in particular, is greatly in need of better facilities, not only for

equipment but for students, in respect of library and study facilities

and meeting places. Reciprocal arrangements within the whole college

system will encoura.3J these students to take advantage of the

regional recreational facilities suggested elsewhere. Both transfer-

ability and student interaction should be kept in mind when contacts

between all students associations become a clearer possibility. All

these aspects of cohesion and goodwill are part of the goal for a

metropolitan community college system.

7. College Faculties.

Everything that is demanded of colleges comes back always to the

instructors. We have tried repeatedly in this report to emphasize

the variety as well as the responsibilities that must be understood

in any consideration of the tea-hing staf. If college instructors

need special strengths, they need also sympathetically-understood
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privileges, such as manageable class-sizes, compensatory time-tables

for travel and evening-lecture loads, and adequate vacations. A

college teacher can have far more varied tasks and varied people to

help than is general!y realized, as he or she must characteristically

be more approachable and more innovative than many a school teacher

or university professor. Accordingly, colleges must be granted the

funds to make availabl,, adequate office facilities, not only for study

and work preparation, but for counselling and staff and student

meetings. There are also important differences to be recognized between

classroom, seminar, workshop, . studio modes of teaching and learning

contacts. Faculty and students _.,like, and also student-faculty and

student-administration relationships, suffer from make-shift and

overcrowded buildings.

It is also necessary to emphasize that, for college personnel,

experience and personality must be recognized as qualifications at

least equal to academic ones, if not more so. In-service arrangements,

with time allowances as part of the service contract, not extra obli-

gations to be met by the instructor at his own cost in hopes of promo-

tion, and opportunities for inter-college consultation and sharing of

experiences, are vital. The recruitment and professional development

of college instrt,ctors need more attention than they have so far

received. Faculties of Education which have made contributions in

this direction should be aided in building permanent liaison with

the B.C. Association of Colleges, and college faculty associations,

for the mutual promotion of these critical functions. In the appropri-

ate forecasting of needs in the next decades, and the financing

required to bring the colleges to maturity, personnel must be a

priority consideration in relation to all matters of buildings and

'acilities.



PRESENT AND FUTURE COLLEGES

1. Multiple Objectives.

A metropolitan plan which will ensure the best development for

colleges and for the people to be served, must steer its course

between coordination and independence with a series of objectives in

mind. (I) The region as a whole must be served, despite its complex-

ity, because of its importance in itself, its certain future growth,

and its social, economic, employment, and cultural relation to

British Columbia and Canada generally. (2) Its many constituent areas

must be catered for as equitably as possible. Some of these ar- recog-

nizable local communities or neighbourhoods; some are marginal or

indefinite, needir, services, facilities, volunteer action, or all of

them, to become community-oriented; some have missed out in the piece-

meal growth which has so far characterized the educational institu-

tions of the region. (3) Balance between types of programmes, not

solely locations, must be kept in view. (4) The colleges, and all

other appropriate units, must have a reasonable degree of autonomy,

protected by wise administration as far as this subtlety of education-

al operation can be organized institutionally, but effected also by

professional understanding and give-and-take consultation whereever

it is helpful. (5) The colleges must be encouraged and assisted in

several types of community-service programmes; some they have initi-

ated, and some they have helped to coordinate. But this must be a

two-way process in that schools and citizen groups must remain free

to sponsor projects of adult participation, seeking help from tie

colleges where this is valuable. (6)liaison must be preserved, and

sometimes provided for in the governing arrangements, with coopera-

tive groups as aforementioned, but also with institutions to which

transferability applies. (7) Planning must be understood and

implemented, not solely as bt.'-eting, but as programming of services
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on the one hand and as contributions to good physical and social

planning within the region, on the other.

2. The Vancouver Units.

Any consideration of coverage and coordination must begin with

the Vancouver units, which are the pioneers in community college

development not only in the city, but in Canada generally. The

Vancouver School Board started night-school programmes more than

sixty years ago. At King Edwarc: Secondary School, courses were deve-

loped for secondary graduates continuing beyond grade XII, and then

for adults through evening study; it became the Continuing Education

Centre in 1962. Vocational and technical programmes were equally

provided, both as day and evening courses, and these were incorporated

into a Vocational Institute as early as 1949. The Vancouver School of

Art was established in 1925, at first to offer art education beyond

he secondary level. It now has a comprehensive programme in +he

visual, graphic, and plastic arts for a two-year certificate, a four-

year diploma, and some graduate work.. When these units were

coordinated as Vancouver City College (1965) and most recently as

Vancouver Community College, with a principal directing each unit, the

system was still pioneering in an effort to achieve coordination and

comprehlsiveness at the same time as preserving unit individuality.

Efforrs to finance and establish a new college in the False Creek area

were not successful; but Langara, a well-designed building with open

space and recreational Facilities justifying the description of

"campus", was completed in 1970. Finally, Community Education

Services and a number of preparatory courses designated as Special

Programmes were set up as further constituent units. All of these

units are presided over by a College Council and a senior principal,

and there is one set of supply services and financial arrangements

for the total system.

Every ons of these units has a praiseworthy record of services

and initiative developed in the face of many difficulties, and all of

them are a tribute to a single School Board which supplied personnel
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and financing over many years in a constantly-growing city. But all of

the units, with the exception of Langara, have suffered from the

ravages of time, improvization, and overcrowding. Even Langara in the

last two years has had to cope with a far larger student body than it

was originally designed for. The Vancouver Vocational Institute, in

particular, is deplorably run-down and overcrowdod, with totally inade-

quate facilities for study, social meetings, or meals. inequalities

between the units are an understandable source of tension. Lack of

communication between units, and between faculty and administration,

is a widespreal compla,ot.

There are great potential assets here to be restored and enhanced.

The need is urgent, because the demands on them can only increase. The

outstanding priorities are (I) a new college in the central area which

can re-establish the community college comprehensiveness in an

appropriate form, and (2) a radical restoration of the vocational

facilities which will also establish the status of career training in

up-to-date terms.

3. A New Vancouver Community College.

For the new college, there is an important context which must be

understood if the full benefits of a downtown college as a civic educa-

tional centre are to be realized. That Vancouver is a great urban

centre for muci-, of western Canada is a fact demonstrable by present

measurements and all reasonable forecasts. Even if growth patterns

of the next decade or so should be slowed by current economic pros-

pects in the world, its importance for Canada's Pacific,Coast cannot

be minimized. What is not sufficiently correlated with this fact is

a two-fold weakness in general understanding. The first is that "the

city", however, defined, is socially and physically diverse, far from

cohesive in jurisdictions or in comprehensive planning, and extending

to several urban concentrations, great suburban proliferations, and

substantial rural and even frontier sectors. Greater Vancouver"as a

metropolitan region",in need of educational as well as administrative

coordination, is an unfamiliar concept to all too many people.
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The second lack in general comprehension relates to the city as a

social and cu'tural entity as well as a focus of business. commerce,

incustry and other economic activities. The common usage of the term

" central business district" or simply CBD), and the unfamiliarity of

"c'vic centre", are symptomatic. In recent years there is welcome

discussion of the city as a place for people; pedestrian enclaves are

being implemented here and there, IGng after they have been tradition-

al in older cities, and deliberately created in the cities which have

espoused town planning as a sociai goal. Nor is the city lacking in

entertainment or in artistic activities. We have the Queen Elizabeth

Theatre, the Planetarium and Museums complex, the School of Art, the

new CBC headquarters, Granville Square as well as the Granville Mall,

and citizen interest as well as varied plans for the rehabilitation

of False Creek. But do we have wide understanding of the multiple

functions of the city, and sufficient discussion and consensus for the

several "character areas", notably the cultural and educational ones,

to be understood, protected, and enhanced ? Above all, are these

cultural areas recognized as being available, or needing to be made

available, to all the residents of the far-flung metropolitan hinter-

!ands? Another symptomatic factor is relevant here. How far, if at

all, is a public transit system seen as facilitating movement to the

cultural centres of the metropolis, not merely for coping with the

daily commuting to work or easing the automboile congestion in the

Burrard Inlet crossings to the dormitory suburbs?

Because community colleges are for adults, for wage-earners, for

night-classes, as well as day study and younger students; because they

are nor the arts and leisure cultivation, for general education and

civic affairs, as well as for vocation and post-secondary course work;

they must play their part in enhancing the quality of life which is

far from satisfactory in the modern urban structure, and will require

intensive and creative effort in the decades before us. In the suburbs,

secondary town centres must be developed against the pressure of urbar

sprawl which otherwise threatens. In the central city, where land is

scarce and values high, college siting must not be just a matter of

real estate and improvization; not even a matter of accessibility under
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present conditions of unsorted traffic flows and insufficient public

transit. It must be organized as far as possible in liaison with the

most socially enlightened planning we can generate, and with an eye

always to the future- future needs, future goals, the contributions

which faculty, students, college units and college social facilities

can make to a more livable city. Administrative efficiency and care-

ful budgeting of revenues and expenditures are undoubtedly necessary,

but they should be considered in relation to cultural goals, creative

educational programming, and the overriding provision of communication

and discussion. Neither schools nor universities, important as they

are, can by themselves provide this central civic service. Community

colleges have the potential, but they cannot realize it without

serious review of their current undertakings and preoccupations.

4. Langara

The newest and best-equipped of the Vancouver group, the Langara

campus has best been able to establish an identity. Once it is clear

that inner-city Vancouver requires a new communit" college facility,

and that the overburdened VVI merits a new life, it is very much in

order that Langara should become a separate college in its own right.

With boundaries eliminated as jurisdictional or const,tuency concerns,

it is very reasonable that Langara should extend its range, in

whatever programmes are appropriate, as far as Richmond. Between

Richmond and Langara expansion of career and vocational programmes will

be desirable; and Marpole, somewhat unserved hitherto, though it is an

urbanized and growing sub-centre, should be able to be better drawn into

educational, vocational and cultural programmes.

5. The Special Programmes Division

The Special Programmes Division which took over the residual

programmes of the Vancouver City College complex, and also the old King

Edward School building, has a praiseworthy record of community services

of great variety. All of them have justifiable and often creative
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purpos3s. Preparatory programmes, however, as has been indicated

elsewhere in this report, belong to all colleges; and all colleges

should be free 'to initiate new or experimental programmes when needs

are identified. We therefore recommend that the Special Programmes

Division as a unit should be phased out as soon as the new Downtown

College is in operation. Many of its services will be appropriate

in the new college, but others may well be transferred to Langara,

Richmond, Capilano-Burrard, etc., and perhaps particularly to the

vocational colleges.

6. Vocational Colleges.

It is helpful to consider the Vancouver Vocational Institute

and the B.C. Vocational School located in Burnaby, together; for in

spite of their differences, notably in space and equipment, they raise

similar questions in relation to the basic concepts of the need for

reasonable autonomy and the balancing of programmes between vocational

and other educational services. The Burnaby school is provincially

financed; the Vancouver institution is primarily part of the local

School Board, though both qualify for federal training grants. Within

a Lower Mainland system, there should be an equalization of status and

procedures as far as possible, in the interests not only of the candi-

dates for training, but for sharing of experience and balancing of

programmes in the light of the total industrial and commercial needs

of the region. There can be no question of dismantling the equipment

of either of these vocational facilities in order to create conven-

tionally comprehensive institutions. It is entirely possible, however,

and eminently desirable, to re-establish them as equal-status colleges

within the overall system, with concentrations upon certain kinds of

instruction indispensable to a fully comprehensive regional service.

We therefore recommend that the present Vancouver Vocational

Institute (VVI) become the Vancouver Vocational College, and the present

B.C. Vocational School (Burnaby) become the Burnaby Vocational College,

each with a self-governing board constituted on the same lines as the

other college boards.

3
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The purpose of this change is not merely to provide a degree of

autonomy to these units which they do not at present feel to be theirs.

Much more significant is the need to bring vocational programmes of

all kinds into complete parity with other further education programmes

which are usually described as "academic", i.e., general education or

university-transfer or both. The time has come when the arbitrary

distinctions which have arisen around the terms "academic" and

"vocational" should be eliminated. There are, after all, just as many

differences between training for automotive skills, electronics, and

construction, as there are between geography, physics, and biology.

What matters is the range of options and the freedom and the

facilities for choice which should not be restricted by age or sex,

nor by the level of formal schooling.

The value of this disposition of vocational facilities is that

it makes for a rational and economical distribution within the Greater

Vancouver area. This is important not only for local constituencies

and commuting considerations, but for an easily understood division of

labour between the many types of training. This latter factor, more-

over, has basic provincial and general educational implications. The

vocational colleges, like all the other colleges of the Lower Mainland

system, will have many candidates from outside the region. They will

also have, as parts of the total system, a special opportunity to study

and implement the newer approaches to generic skills, BTSD methods,

and "occupational family" education, which are now receiving attention

from many college instructors.
1

Once again, there is a metropolitan

potential here of inestimable value for the economic demands of the

future. It is of course a subject in which many other colleges will be

able and willing to cooperate in conference and research. But the re-

sources of the Mainland are large and varied enough to mobilize it

towards a pilot project.

I

Fol a specially noteworthy study, cf. Arthur DeW. Smith, Generic Skills
for Occupational Training, Department of Manpower and Immigration,

(Saskatchewan), 1973. BTSD refers to "basic training for skill development".
(See also Appendix B, Section 2).
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In line with these principles, we recommend that a Richmond

Vocational College be established which would give special attention

to vocational and career courses, partly because of the potential in-

dustrial developments in this part of the Lower Mainland region, partly

to strengthen the vocational balance as between present centres at

Langara and in Surrey.

We recommend also that the planners for Fraser Valley College

incorporate within their objectives vocational programmes which can of

course have reference to any special training facilities, notably for

ture, relevant to this part of the Lower Mainland region.

It remains to add that all colleges, no matter what divisions of

labour as to concentrations may be worked out, should offer appropri-

ate preparatory courses, whether for basic skills, college entrance,

or personal development. There may be variations in balance and in

types of programmes, but the "open door" should become a range of open

doors in which equal status is given To all kinds of beginnings in

further education or educational re-entrance, and for all candidates

regardless of age, sex or background. Here again the regional system

has a value above and beyond anything that even the best single college

can offer. There is room, for experiment and innovation, and for

sharing of experience. All of this would be open, at the regional

conference level, for periodic assessment of the mutual contributions

of technical, academic, workshop and studio instruction, which are

being increasingly recognized and discussed by concerned instructors

today.

7. The Outer Areas.

Some signal indications of the pattern of the Lower Mainland

expanse appear as soon as a few summaries are made. The central city

(Vancouver) still has the largest number of residents, and an even

larger proportion of the labour force. But there are large clusters of

population in the eastern sector of the "peninsula" (Burnaby-New

Westminster), in the territory north of Burrard Inlet (West and North
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Some Indications of Lower Mainland Population Distribution

Sub region
Population

1971

Gainfully
Employed

1971

New

Housing
1966-71

Vancouver 426,000 222,000 14,400

North Shore 126,000 20,000 8,000

Burnaby-New Westminster 169,000 60,000 10,400

Coquitlam-Port Moody 85,000 9,000 7,600

Surrey-Richmond-Delta 217,000 44,000 16,900

Source: See Table 2a, Appendix. This Table in the Appendix gives de-
tails, including the proportions of the "sectors" in percentage terms.
Much more detail (based mainly on 1971 Census of Canada) is discussed
in the report from which this is summarized (Living Close to Work,
prepared by Wilbur Smith Associates, for GVRD, 1973).

Vancouver municipalities), eastwards (Coquitlam, Port Moody, etc.),

and most of all in the southern and eastern suburbs south of the upper

arm of the Fraser (Richmond-Surrey-Delta). At the Census date (1971)

133,000 workers worked in these "outer" areas, as compared with 222,000

working in the "inner" city, obviously with a great deal of commuting.

New housing - the chief index of residential and related real-estate

expansion - even measured over five or six years, she s that the

southern suburbs have experienced the most urbanization, though the

"filling-in" of Burnaby has also been substantial. Delta, the most

likely area for any future major expansion, registered a population

increase of over 120 per cent in 1966-1971, though in numbers Richmond

and Surrey added most to the "new suburbs". But the percentage

increases in Port Coquitlam, Coquitlam and rbrt Moody - relatively "old

areas" in the Greater Vancouver peninsula - were richly significant

at 83, 43, and 58 per cent respectively.

The developments of housing, roads, commercial additions, traffic,

municipal services, and encroachments on rural, timbered, and agricul-

tural land, were most rapid in the late fifties and early sixties.
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Reports of the Lower Mainland Regional Planning Board during that period

were descriptive of many of the social features, and they still merit

study. Only one quotation is cited here, because it directs attention

to the basic -actor of land area:

The total amount of land nibbled at in the sprawl area is
enormous. With only 750 square miles of usable land in the
Lower Mainland, the sprawl belt encompasses around 100 square
miles. At the same time it contains only about a tenth of the
population it could easily hold in single-family housing. In

one municipality alone, the area - as large as the City of
Vancouver - :ould accommodate in detacheri houses the growth of
the whole metropolitan area for the next ten years. The conse-
quences are grave. It wastes our limited supply of arable land
and undermines the whole pyramid of industries based on agri-
culture; it endangers our economic future by decimating poten-
tial industrial land - which will be scarce soon enough; and
it destroys potential parks, airfields and other key sites
which will one day be badly needed.l

This was written in 1963. The growth pattern has stabilized sub-

stantially in recent years, though the provincial government's action

in 1973 to control any further alienation of farmland needs to be

remembered. What is directly relevant in the present context is that

outside of Vancouver City there were no community colleges. They have

'lad to work to find sites, to cope with transportation problems, and

to discover their communities, in areas of sporadic and low density

growth - areas undergoing a variety of transitions. And action, whether

for public schools, local services, or coordinated planning itself

(taken on by the Greater Vancouver Regional District and three other

Regional Districts after the dismantling of the Lower Mainland Board)

has had to expend on more than a dozen School Boards as well as

fourteen to seventeen municipal governments.

It is at this point that maps are essential. Basic physiographic

factors correct the picture that might otherwise be assumed of vast

areas of available land. The acreage referred to above is important,

/The Urban Frontier, supplementary study in "Land for Living" Series,

Lower Mainland Regional Planning Board, 1963, p.4.
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but mountains, the great water-courses, and other physical features

which prevent residential subdivisions and decisively condition traffic

routes, reduce the real "college areas" to limited sectors. A precise

evaluation depends on socio-economic, "constituency", and programme

data which are not yet available.
1

Still other factors, however, are

of prime importance. The great agricultural reserves of the Fraser

Valley, steadily more extensive as one moves eastward up the Valley

or into Delta, must be protected now and in the future, and they sup-

port a farm population for whom colleges must develop appropriate ser-

vices. The Indian reserves, particularly numerous and extensive

within ;he Fraser Valley College sub-region, likewise make their par-

ticular demands on educational, vocational and other services, and

Fraser Valley College has already demonstrated its willingness to

provide these services. Open space, though varied in components, is

important not only in relation to building sites, but to recreational

facilities, planning, and conservation.

School boards and municipalities have legitimate concern in the

development and the distribution of colleges, but boundaries must not

be allowed to hamper programme initiatives. A balanced framework of

career courses, a balanced framework of transfer courses, a balanced

framework of community service, preparatory, and cultural projects -

each is more important than a framework based on boundary lines. In

any case, flexib:Iity and transferability are paramount. There will

always be some students wishing to attend a facility not in their

immediate college vicinity, and provincial financing is a major factor

which facilitates this.

1

See Appendix A. Tables 7a, b, c, though they relate to 1960, are
reproduced in the statistics section of this report for illustrative
purposes. Time did not permit analysis of 1971 Census material on
similar lines; but in any case this will be best undertaken by the

proposed planning secretariat in collaboration with GURU and other
District staffs.
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8. Capilano.

The North Shore mountains of the Coast Range, though penetrated

by houses, estates, ski lodges, etc., at several points, confine the

apparent spaces extending far north to a relatively long and narrow

strip. There are extensions east and west (to Squamish, Howe Sound;

and around Indian Arm), but major east-west transportation now provided

by the Upper Levels Highway, is obviously the main link. Capilano

College in its initial stages operated from a secondary school (West

Vancouver), as have many other community colleges, but this expedient

does little for the public image or for student and faculty identity.

Persistent efforts finally led to the facilities at Lynnmour, one of

the most attractive of all the colleges in the region, and one which

in its woodland surroundings may well claim to be most representative

of a West Coast setting. It is already strained beyond capacity,

however, and its art courses, for example, are housed in a former ware-

house south of Marine Drive. The North Shore may not grow as fast

as the southern suburbs; but there are important areas in North Burnaby

(connected by the Second Narrows Bridge) where several studies have

shown potential stud Its who do not feel adequately served. We

propose that additional facilities for Capilano should include direc-

tion towards this area which will require vocational as well as trans-

fer courses. Expans'en in this programme area is also relevant for

sections of North Vancouver. A new title, such as Capilano-Burrard,

might serve to indicate this development of programme as well as

locational coverage.'

9. Douglas

If Vancouver has suffered from concentration, Douglas has surfer-

ed from diffusion. No less than eight school boards combined to set

it up, and the resultant area is ten times the area of Vancouver City.

Even allowing for the physiographic limitations referred to previously,

I

T tIcs suggested are provisional, to facilitate description and analy-

sis. Constituent colleges, the Regional Council, and other groups

may well wish to suggest names once the pattern for autonomous units

is settled.
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the etfective area is more than four times that of Vancouver City.

Moreover, the Fraser River, in spite of the bridges, is a substanti-

al barrier between north and south New Westminster and Burnaby,

highly-developed urban areas -. their own right, have more connections

of wo-k and transport with Vancouver than with the southern suburbs.

If th,., oncouver complex of units is characterized by a long

period of evolution, Douglas is the creation of relatively new and

rapid expansion. It has a creditable record of meeting the multiple

pressures r' -e, distance, and popuiation growth; it has built or

improvise rs with economy and .ngenuity; it has, with the willing

cooperation of the school boards, added to a network of communtiy

services v..ire "communities" are often far from cognizant or defined.

But travelling obligations between the three centres (Surrey, Richmond,

and New Westminster) place a heavy burden on its instructors, adminis-

trators, and students; all the more so because of a large proportion

of evening events. Recent increases in enrolments have put pressures

on facilities for study, seminars, instructors' offices, social mee-r-

ings, and food services, which are mostly inadequate and sometimes

non-existent. While there are heartening evidences of dedication and

high morale, there is also a variety of student complaints. Travel

frustrations and fatigue are among them, but there are also handicaps

to collective student activities as it is difficult to engender feelings

of identity when the College is physically dispersed over such a large

area.

Our recommendations, nevertheless, are not based on these consi-

derations alone. They have to take account of the claims of Burnaby

on the one hand, and of the sizeable and rapidly-accelerating impor-

tan...? of the peninsular area to the east which Includes Coquitlam,

where recent and projected residential projects have led some estimators

to envisage a growth of 70,000 population. A redefinition of the

Douglas College constituency, and attendant new facilities, would

I

In he initial applications, it is significant to note that two
colleges, north and south, were proposed.
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permit these areas to be served, would eliminate the diffusive aspects

of the present situation, and offer to all concerned a much more com-

pact and amenable undertaking.

An important further consideration in this redirection is that the

former Haney Correctional Centre may be available for college deve-

lopment. li has open space, residential, and workshop facilities.

Besides its potential as Resource Centre for the whole Lower Mainland

region, it would facilitate the development of vocational programmes

which are lik,'y to be needed in this area, and which would be a

desirable balance with the present university and BCIT transfer

courses in which Douglas has considerable experience.

10.A New Southern College

With all its difficulties, Douglas has amply demonstrated the logic

of a college to serve the new communities that stretch out below the

southern arms of the Fraser. We recommend that a new college should

be established. The projected new Surrey campus could best serve as

a core facility, but it will still have to extend its out-reach units

and facilities to White Rock, Langley, and Delta. We recommend that

the Planning Committee place high on its agenda the likely need for

new colleges for Delta and Langley, in view of population and resi-

dential changes to be expected in the next five to ten years.

We have provisionally suggested Green Timbers College as a name

for this newcomer to the Lower Mainland, to symbolize its setting

and carry a reminder of the scenic and ecological quality of this

valuable sector of the Vancouver hinterland.

II.Fraser Valk/ College.

This newest of the existing colleges, dating from 1974, has already

been mentioned. As also indicated previously, it is in every way an

integral part of the Lower Mainland. Its existence is to be welcomed,
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particularly as the municipalities and school boards of this part

of the Valley made many efforts to set u'd colleges before the final

gcvgrnmental agreements were ratified last year. We have assumed

throughout that Fraser Valley College will be included as a fully-

participating member in the proposed Regional Council; and it will of

course have its special interests 'n exploring the best methods to

cover its extensive territory and develop its programmes.

It will be clear from the many indications in various sections of

this report, that community colleges should not operate within speci-

fied boundaries. There are already in fact many students attending

from "out-of - area" residential locations. It will be valuable in

future to be aware of these dimensions, but cooperation in serving

adjacent areas will be more important than any jurisdictional

concerns. This is particularly relevant in the light of the balance

between vocational and other courses, and the better-spaced network

of the three vocatioral colleges, sought for in our overall goals and

criteria. Finally, the Planning Committee will form a permanent

channel for identifying gaps or unnecessary overlapping, aiding the

Regional Council in its prime concern with effective service aid

distribution.

4.116-.S
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IV

REGIONAL COORDINATION

1. The Alternatives

There are many possible ways in which community education can

spread in a large metropolitan region. School night classes are of-

fered from the base, university extersion courses from the top, and a

shifting kaleidoscope of lectures, meetings, exhibits is created by

clubs and civic associations ranging from film shows to evangelistic

meetings. It is possible to tie together units with different func-

tions and backgrounds under one organizing "umbrella", as did the

pionoering founders of Vancouver City College over many years. It is

possible to have a single college struggling to cover a huge territory,

with satellite branches and improvised out-reach units. It is equally

,ossible to have several such colleges, each with the philosophy and

motivation of the truly comprehensive adult educator, but lacking

coordination and finding a regional or wider outlook beyond their

grasp. It is all too easy, as has been underlined continuously in this

report, for "trade training" versus "academic education" images to

obscure the generic features which need to be re-assessed and built

into a continuous-learning system requisite for today's industrial

world. And it is theoretically possible to have one centralized

authority controlling and directing the whole complex of component

colleges, making the wise decisions which are followed out by the busy

but responsive satellite centres. But today the costs together with the

frustrations and resentulents of bigness are better known, and more complained

about, than in any previous era.

The answer to reconciling balanced coverage with the initiative

and momentum of self-government, lies in a federal concept. Each

college must have its own board, established on a representative basis

GO
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including instructors, students, support staff, and community. It

may, perhaps even should, have a variety cif out-reach units, depending

on the nature of its programmes and particularly the conditions of lo-

cality, but they will be relatively small and only in exceptional

cases remote. There will be problems of coordination and communica-

tion for these, but the college will have programming officers and

field representatives who travel and become invaluable community-

liaison personnel. These are educational fun-:tions almost unique

to community colleges, but there are limits of sheer distance that

must be respected.-

The Regional Council is analogous to a conferential or quasi-

parliamentary body; the model is somewhat akin to The relationship

between a Universities Commission and a group of traditionally

independent universities, but with much more to do than judicially

distributing finances. It is not the model of relationship between a

School Board and its schools and principals. The suggestion of con-

ference inherent in the term Regional Council is deliberate. Inter-

action between Council and Board, between region and college "consti-

tuency" is valuable beyond mere terminology. It is a reminder of

functions, outlook, and responsibility. !t makes demands, but it

carries the potential of great benefits.

2. College Boards

The College Board, as recommended by the Task Force would be

constituted two-thirds from the community and one-third from the

college internally, with instructors, students, and support staff

composing this latter group. Other details including the Nominating

Committee arrangements and standing committees are set out in the

Task Force report and need nct be repeated here. The reminder is in

order however, to keep clear the distinction between College Board

and Regional Council as proposed in this report. For the purposes of

further clarification, conceptual diagrams have been sketched out

,,eparately.
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It should also be added that, in the Lower Mainland, wnere the

incorporation of the vocational schools into the regional system takes

a special form, there is room for variation in the selection of the

external board members, notably to secure representation of industri-

alists, trade unionists, consultants, etc., and to take account of Ad-

visory Committees as well as the interests of Departments additional

to Education such as Labour and Agriculture.

In view of the special role which school boards in the Lower Main-

land have played, over many years as well as in the most formative

recent period, we also recommend that at least one of the five nomi-

nees put forward by Nominating Committees should be a member of a

school board within the constituency. It may be possible at some

time in the future, at the time of municipal elections, to elect at

least one member of each college board directly. A suitable quali-

fication for such office might be prior service on a school board.

3. The Regional Council

The Regional Council should be composed of board members, one each

elected or designated by each college, and a group from the internal

college personnel in the following ratio; two administrators, two in-

structors, two students, and two support staff. The latter follows

the lines established for college boards by the Provincial Task Force;

and the objective is to hold the Councii membership to manageable

dimensions, as well as to build in election procedures and rotations

of service. It must he constantly kept in mind that the Lower Main-

land population is going to grow so that more colleges will undoubt-

edly be required in fie next decade.
I

There will be a series of

1 One authoritative commentator, Dr. Walter Hardwick, in his recent

book, Vancouver (Collier-Macmillan, 1974) put "the sheer numbers

that will demand urban facilities" at "an additional one million

people over the next thirty years."
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standing and ad hoc committees involving key officers from all colleges;

and elections and rotations both will serve to stimulate inter-

communication on need and interests as well as developing the capacity

to adapt to technological, social, educational, and instructional

change.

The functions of the Regional Council follow from those which are

indicated by the directors of programmes and services operating in

each college. It is recommended that the directors from each of the

federated colleges will form regional standing committees - on

programming, student services, finance, etc., which can meet regular-

ly, electing their own chairperson or coordinator, and report direct-

ly to the Council at agreed intervals. In this way, there will be

continuous interchange between the colleges and information into the

Council. Ad hoc committees of similar character can be formed as

required, whether for special developments (e.g., preparatory and

generic course construction) or special areas (e.g., fine arts,

agriculture).

A major task of the Council will cf course be the review of the

budgets presented annually by the colleges, but always with consider-

ation of the priorities to be assigned to programmes and locations.

Capital programmes will be a special concern as new buildings and far

better facilities are urgent in several quarters. While budgets must

necessarily be annual for accounting purposes, it is to be hoped that

Council procedures will establish as soon as possible a three-year

and eventually a five-year approach to programming, which should

become more and more feasible as the work of the proposed regional

Planning Committee proceeds. It is realistic to be aware that fisca!

contractions may be in order as well as fiscal expansions in some

directions. Overlappings or duplications must be reasonably assessed

as well as gaps, neglected areas, and justifiable experiments.

Colleges are well acclimatized to innovation, but they must be arti-

culate and analytical in their response to needs as well.
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The Council will need a secretariat, for a great variety of

information and communications, fiscal accounting, purchasing, equip-

ment and ceal estate, and all other services which can be most effec-

tively dealt with centrally. The most suitable permanent site for

Council professional and clerical staff should be the subject of an

early conference, with the assistance of all the Principals and

Planning Officers. It would surely be both helpful and desirable to

rotate meetings of the Council among the colleges in turn.

4. Institutes.

The question will certainly be asked; why not include represen-

tation from universities and institutes as well as ,-olleges? The

Council is not a grandiose educational council for the whole region.

There are many other bodies concerned with the integrated development

of their particular resources. There will still be seventeen school

boards, two universities and several institutes. There will be nine

autonomous colleges, to be increased in due time by perhaps two or

three more. If the colleges plan their operations effectively, the

work of other educational institutions will be lighter, and the

successful meshing of functions and cooperative enterprises all the

more likely. The Regional Council must be understood by all concerned

as essentially a regional organization, and equa'ly clearly as the

community college contribution to Greater Vancouver education.

In this context, it is much easier to see the roles of existing

and proposed institutes, and hence their relationships with the

colleges. It is assumed that the solidly-established B.C. Institute

of Technology, recently equipped with its own self-governing arrange-

ments, retains its place as a specialist resource with a provincial

rather than local constituency. It is interested in, and actively

providing, its own adult education services. Its relations with all

the colleges of the Lower Mainland w'll be particularly associated

with the promotion of transferability both on admissions to

technological training, and on continuance through universities, under
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appropriate agreements with the other bodies. While such transfer

agreements should preferably become applicable on a generic basis for

the province as a whole, it is reasonable to hope that propinquity ph
the wide range of metropolitan courses will permit the Lower Mainland

to be the pilot area for transferability in general, and innovatory
developments in particular.

It is on grounds analogous to these, but with proper recognition

of differences in content, that it is recommended that the Vancouver

School of Art be detached from the present Vancouver Community Col-
lege complex and reconstituted as the B.C. Art Institute, with a

province-wide constituency. Provisions for the requisite degree of

self-government are implicit in this change, but since several other
institutes are now being recommended, e.g., for marine technologies,
and for justice professionals and para-professionals, this is

properly a matter for initiation and appropriate consultations pro-

ceeding from the Department of Education and other provincial

departments.

Some redistribution between colleges and institutes may be in

order in due course. It is important to mention that an Art Institute

does not seek to coordinate all art teaching, any more than the BCIT

comprises all technical training. It is a special resource, for selec-
tive groups and for advanced instruction. Fine Arts classes of many
kinds are being developed, and should be developed, by nearly all

colleges; not only because exposure to the arts is desirable for all

who are interested, whether as part of general education or for

leisure-time activities, but because a wide range of students is the

constituency from which artists of talent are to be discovered.

Amateurs as well as professionals are both needed for the cultural

life of a great city, and there are vocational as well as cultural

applications which require the community college mediation to bring

them to the career-minded. Finally, there are the important applica-
tions to te.Lher training. University Faculties of Education will

welcome eration from an Art Institution, as they do from BCIT

or a Vocational College, for the enlargement and enhancement of skills

taught in the schools.

6G
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The siting of an Art Institute, when the new building that is great-

ly needed can be scheduled, admits of some flexibility. The

relationship of the Institute to art galleries and other cultural

institutions is obviously of direct relevance. But there are innova-

tions and facilities of this genre in Burnaby, for example, as well

as elsewhere in the Lower Mainland. The innovation of siting a faci-

lity such as the Vancouver East Cultural Centre in a previously un-

served sector of Vancouver should also be kept in mind. The

assistance of the regional Planning Committee may be helpful when the

time comes. It is also likely that the products of provincial enter-

prises such as the Arts Registry and the B.C. Cultural Commission may

justify an ad hoc Advisory Committee to consider all these ramifica-

tions, and help to bring new life and cohesion to the cultural assets

of the province.

5. Regional Planning Committee

Regional planning has long been essential for mPtropOlitan

Vancouver and its suburban areas, for land-use, housing and industry,

transportation and civic services. From water and sewage disposal,

organization has extended to hospital coverage, open space usage,

agriculture, and ecological protection. Ad hoc growth, which might

serve for a small town or a homogeneous rural area, simply will 'not do

for the major urban heart of a province and the western coast. There

is too much at stake, now as well as in the future, which must be

protected and wisely analyzed.

Education in a modern context, and adult education and co-tinu-

ous learning most of all, has its own special features. There are no

exact parallels or simple analogies, with hospitals for example, even

with schools. It is not enough to plan for "the economy" - for

industry, business, employment and training needs. Governmental

services, aeared to twentieth-century demands, must be kept clearly

in focus. Open space and transportation needs must be considered in

relation to public as well as private concerns. Leisure, recreation,
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and cultural activities are of far greater importance than they were

when community colleg=s were first started. Sensitive to all these,

"community-building must now be seen as an educational as well as a
residential service"; it is in fact a citizenship function, sorely

needed in the city core, in the older residential sectors, the newer

suburbs, and the rural preserves alike.

In this context, reaional planning is not only a question of where

to build the college and its related units, with its important issues

of land cost and availability, commuting distances, and general

accessibility. It is a question of equitable distribution of services,

an inter-meshing of education, training, counselling, and personal

development programmes which will reinforce each other. Effective

results will raise the levels of motivation, for youth and adults

alike, in areas where unplanned growth or piecemeal expansion has

passed them by, and ensure the most economical expenditure of money and

personnel for these intangible but invaluable services.

Accordingly, we recommend that the Plann'-g Officers of each col-

lege should form a Planning Committee, reporting regularly in

special advisory capacity to the Regional Council. Three charges are
basic. (I) To maintain continuous liaison with the Greater Vancouver

Regional District. At least one of its members should be a designated

liaison member, who would explore and then maintain the most approp-

riate modes of communication between the GVRD and the colleges. The

PRO in turn might designate a member of its staff as colleges liaison

representative. (2) To develop a bank of statistical information on

all aspects of the distribution of the several "student bodies", dis-

tinguishing types and levels of programmes, daytime, evening,

part-time and other categories of college population, with special

attention to location. Assessment of desirable statistical returns

is under way at present. Classifications and definitions should be

reviewed with these regional planning implications in mind. (3) To

coordinate all projections made by the several colleges and units, of

enrolments and programmes which have building, land-use, and transport-

ation implications; and to relate them to appropriate projections and

68
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land-use studies of the GVRD and their component municipalities.

Although the constituency of the new Fraser Valley College is not

included within the boundaries of GVRD, it is essential that this

-ollege should supply a representative to the Regional Planning

Committee. We assume that such cooperation is welcome and need create

no administrative obstacles.

It is also assumed that in instances where planning impinges on

areas outside GVRD jurisdictions, there would be similar consul -

tation with the appropriate regional district.

In order to avoid the Planning Committee's becoming too cumberscme,

and to emphasize that its prime concern is with colleges, it !s

recommended that its composition be confined to college personnel.

Members would elect their own chairperson, and some procedure for

rotation might "e adopted.

In sum the intention is to equip the Regional Council with its

planning advisors in a special forum. In the Greater Vancouver ex-

panse, community college education cannot be divorced from physical

implications which require continuous review. The Regional Planning

Committee should become steadily more serviceable for policy-making

as collaboration in the provision of data proceeds.

Some mention may be made here of college size. It would be very

welcome if there were a satisfactory formula to determine numerically

when a college is too big, or when the enrolmeni or the population

served justifies the setting up of a new college or the enlargement of

an out-reach tinit to college status. The Survey Committee has

examined st.:h research studies a are available on this subject, but

is not satisfied that precise guides from relevant places are

available. There are "rules of thumb", such ds that 400-500 enrollees

justify establishment of a new college, that over 5,000 is too large,

that one per cent or two per cent of the total population Is a.good

69
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a' -oximation of expected college attendace. The considerations of

di.,rsity of college programmes and the socio-economic components of

college constituencies that we have advanced, and the variables in

necessary college statistics, make it clear that the wisest course

will be to develop our own informational and forecasting material

with as much insight and interpretation as possible. This will be a

collective endeavour in which colleges may be the most helpful pioneers.

It must be emphatically stated that this system is no way directed

to standardizing the participating colleges into uniformity or com-

pletely parallel operations. On the contrary, the objc,iive is better

described as diversity within a federal-type unity. There are some

features which are common to almost all colleges, aithough even here

there may be some reasonable exceptions; adult groups of varied age

and socio-economic background; preparatory or introductory courses,

whether for skills or educational attainment or both; counselling to

facilitate wide choice and equality of opportunity; transferability

arrangements at all levels where it is desirable whether for personal

promotion or economic development; and of course an interest in commu-

nity exploration. These are priorities not only for individual

colleges, but for the whole Lower Mainland area, and the purpose of

the regional approach is to undergird and to balance them as effec-

tively as possible and to gear them to long-range, not piecemeal or

intermittent,planning.

The differences are partly locational and partly instructional. It

i5 reasonable for some colleges to offer more vocational courses and

others more university-transfer courses - so long as there is a

reasonable balance between them, and some transfer possibilities within

the college offerings themselves are visible for students seeking to

"find themselves". It is entirely reasonable for centres such as those

of the Fraser Valley College to giNie special attention to agricultural

and related courses. There may l , similar locational reasons for

courses particularly adaptable or attractive to native Indian

candidates. Because of the cost and physical factors of trade training

requiring machinery and workshop settings, as well as the requisites
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of differential time-tables, concentration of some kinds of career

programmes in a few of the colleges is reasonoJle and economical,

besides being helpful to candidates in making their study choices.

There are also considerations of size and location in relation to

population aggregates - which can far better be analyzed, and adjusted

within appropriate "phasing" periods, when the total physical and

instructional assets of the region are viewed as a whole, rather than

as college preserves. Cooperation, in short, requires a mechanism as

well as goodwill. The will to cooperate has been manifested by indi-

vidual colleges in dozens of instances in the formative years of the

last decade. The Regional Council is intended, not as an additional

governmental or bureaucratic obstacle to innovative suggestions or

requests for needed funds, but as a forum to which instructors, admin-

istrators, students and the interested public can bring their proposals

for collective debate and integrated action.
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GUIDELINES TO DEVELOPMENT

L Communication and Cooperation

Before discussing those guidelines of development that are spe-

cific to the Community College field, the Committee felt that it

would like to make some general remarks in regard to the importance

of good information, communication and consultation procedures. In

recent years, it has become increasingly evident thar, if decisions

are to be made that are not constantly challenged, the process of

arriving at them has to be cooperative and to involve in a two-way

information system, those most likely to be affected.

In gathering information and viewpoints we were encouraged to

find a high degree of concern for the well-teing of the college

system among students, staff, instructors, administrators and Coun-

cil members alike. Nevertheless, we were made aware of a need for

well thought out communication policies and widespread consultation,

even in those areas where such procedures might have been thought to

be operative. Time and time again a discussion of objectives and

major policies would suddenly switch to concerns about communication.

The preoccupation with consultation appears to be one of the

hallmarks of the present era and an outcome, perhaps, of technologi-

cal developments in the electronic media. In any case, there are

sound practical reasons for strengthening and indeed expanding commu-

nication and consultation linkages. Today's decisions are frequently

complex and interlocking. It is necessary for decision-makers to

maximize all possible insights and to make their final plans on the

basis of reasonable consensus within their own communities.

Community colleges are by nature full of articulate and

r 'I
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perceptive people who have little difficulty in recognizing and ex-

pressing their aspirations. They bring to their tasks a considerable

expertise. If the information-consultative process is inadequate,

infrequent or restictive, not only are these people frustre,:d, but

the final result is poorer for their missing contribution.

The process of consultation needs to escape from the confines of

the structural situation. It takes place best in what has been des-

cribed as a "conferencing arrangement". This is why we have sugges-

ted a Regional Council that is essentially a forum rather than the

pinnacle of a hierarchy. The same principle should operate down the

line. Ina are confident that appropriate and satisfactory procedures

for intcr.:...conge of vi_ rs and exchange of information can be devised

at and between all levels.

Decisions will always have to be made in a classroom, in a commit-

tee room, within a division, at the board level and so forth. The

act of decision takes place in the structured situation where powers

are recognized. However, that phase of the process needs to be pre-

ceded by more informal phases where people meet as equals, where all

the necessary data are exchanged, viewpoints made known, alternatives

identified and eventually consensus reached among those most affected.

Wide involvement encourages enthusiasm and unselfish contrjbution,and

also helps to militate against misunderstandings and deliberate or

involuntary misinterpretation. Decisions are far too frequently made

in a reverse procedure whereby those with recognizable power actually

come to a conclusion and then perhaps do some "trying out for size".

The arguments and acrimony that can result may well ,e so time-

consuming as to outweigh the apparent initial advantages of the

quick decision.

We have raised these matters because we heard from many different

people something best summed up in the words, "If only they had

asked me. . .".

1040".
ifs.,
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2. Technical Training: Classificaticn and Differentiation.

Vocational, career, and occupational courses are now the most

characteristic of community college specialties, and,certainly among

the most valuable ones. But they are extraordinarily wide-ranging,

so it is readily unlerstandable that there is much confusion in the

minds of young potential students, to say nothing of parents, school

counsellors, and not a few members of governmental or advisory

bodies. The basic reason for the confusion is the gradation of skill,

responsibility, training, education, and experience among at least

four levels: (I) professional, (2) technological, (3) technical,

(4) operative. When separated out for any particular occupational,

industrial or service area, they can be equated with corresponding

levels of qualifications and credentials, and therefore with the

courses which are required. The latter in turn can be correlated with

the state of preparation or experience possessed by the interested

candidate.

Unquestionably, there are difficulties in establishing these

vocational levels. Some are ambiguous, and there may be confused or

overlapping credentials. Adaptability may be more important than

"paper qualifications" for certain people or for certain kinds of

work. Nevertheless, the task is not impossible, and ever-growing

specializations in the labour market and in institutions offering

training, demand a definitive study. The engineering and architec-

tural professions have accomplished such studies, and they are uti-

lized by institutes of technology (BCIT among them). The medical

profession has gone a long way in classifying and specifying almost

the whole range of paramedical personnel, from laboratory assistants

and occupational therapists to medical secretaries, nurses' aides

and orderlies. "Welfare aides" have been clarified, and courses

agreed upon by professional social workers, leachers' aides (and

school librarians, visual-aid technicians, etc.) have been recognized

by the teaching profession as components within the modern instruc-

tional team. Nursing as an articulated hierarchy of skills and

functions has changed out of all recognition from the early days of

hospital drudgery; and community colleges, institutes, junior

so.. ,4if
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colleges (in the United States), sometimes coordinated with the

teaching hospitals and invariably with medical advisory committees,

have been the media for the change.

It is necessary, in assessing this development, to recognize

that the term "technical" is somewhat amiss. These occupational and

educational proliferations are not confired to industry, engineering

or applied science. They apply with even more contemporary relevance

to services which are a dominant and often vitally necessary feature

of contemporary society. Professional services have always been re-

cognized, but today the professions are radically different, as well

as more numerous. At the other end of the scale, domestic service

and related work was equally long-regarded, rightly or wrongly, as

mainly unskilled. The massive multiple-category of Victorian times

has virtually disappeared, but there are all kinds of commercial

services of varying quality and application which have taken up the

field. The multi-million dollar activities of advertising are an

example of occupational proliferation, and there are areas in which

it may well be difficult to distinguish between marketing, manageri-

al training, and the mass media. Broadcasting unquestionably re-

qui-es technicians, but who would deny that the training of produ-

cers, programme organizers, news analysts and education specialists

is at least equally important? Town planning and ecology policies

are two equally outstanding examples of vital contemporary needs

where a gamut of training requirements must be met if the communi-

ties of the 1970's and 1930's are to be effectively served. Both

call for public information, skills in administration, constructive

legislation, and functional controls. These services are governmen-

tal as well as industrial, educational rather than public-relations

or computer oriented. Community consultation is unquestionably more

essential, and more in demand, than ever before, but it has to be

nurtured in the contemporary context of urban conglomeration and

voter distractions. As we have indicated elsewhere, the community

college of the future must operate to enlighten, not only to respond

to, community needs.



Formidable though the task is, we recommend that a comprehensive

survey-study be launched as soon as possible to produce a set of up-

to-date manuals on the hierarchy of skills, specifications, and

course recommendations relevant to each "occupational family". Some

of this would be primarily bringing together and standardizing exis-

ting statements (e.g. the Education Specifications for Industrial

Technicians worked out by the engineering and architectural profes-

sionssions for BCIT in 1965 ). Some of it will have to start from meagre

documentation, and tread tactfully on controversial ground, notably

in the arts. But there are many sources of aid available. It is

one of the most valuable features of vocational courses it' community

colleges that each has an advisory committee. Many business firms

have organized job-specifications. There are several types of occu-

pational dictionaries. The D-p ment of Manpower and it5 local of-

fices, have perforce accumulated a considerable volume of empirical

knowledge, especially for the lower echelons of the labour market,

whic) is of great practical value. A research grant, and an

appropriately-qualified team, reporting to the provincial Department

of Education, would be the most efficient means, and the pilot study

would probably be most effective if it were done in the Lower Main-

land area. Liaison with the colleges, with employers, educators,

the service and technical professions, with trade unions and

apprenticeship organizers, qith Manpower, etc., would of course be

essential, but it should be as informal as possible for these first

stages and the pilot study. FI',xibility rather than rigidity must

be the keynote; and service to students and the general public, the

prime concern.

If the study is to be of fullest use, it must take account of

two highly important qualifications, (a) a wide and enlightened in-

terpretation of "technical" and (b) occupational areas with special

problems of training certification.

)See Appendix G(8) in Marsh: A Regional College for Vancouver
Island (UBC Faculty of Education, 1966), p. 179.
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Even if "industrial" extends beyond manufacturing to construc-

tion, power, and transportation, and "technical" beyond conventional

machinery to electronics and computers, there are still large and

growing employment areas that must be recognized as reqriring train-

ing at different levels. Examples are (l) "trade, finance, and com-

merce"; (2)"administration and management"; (3'"services" which may

be personal, commercial, or quasi-professional. An important sub-

division for all of them may be between (a) public and (b) private.

Government administration is not the same as corporate administration,

or for that matter the management of a small business or a modern

farm, however much certain principles may be common to them all.

Again, (4)"agriculture'requires special attention . It is surely

worth distinguishing between farm labour, farm machine operators,

horticultural or husbandry specialists, farm managers, and many

others. Also (5) wha+ of 'Elerical, secretarial and allied skills"in

the modern world? They have received a great deal of attention,

notably for young women. ThEre are standard options in many high-

schools, long catered for by private agencies, and now an established

curriculum division in Vocational Schools. But they have relation-

ships to administration, gov,-nment service, machine operation, com-

puter programming, and middle management. And they are no longer,

if they ever were, only women's occupations. A definitive study,

up-to-date and future-oriented, is greatly needed. Another example

of overlapping orientations is (6)"the graphic arts". Are they primar-

ily technical or at least substantially artistic? Is their applica-

tion purely commercial (advertising, salesmanship, etc.) or do they

have important reference to leisure, recreation, and transferability

options for prof,-.ssional artistic specialization or perhaps the per-

forming arts (e.g. stage design) or civic architecture? Many of

these avenues have been explored by community colleges, and certainly

by many of their graduate;. But the experience of colleges should be

pooled. Guidelines are needed, not only for curriculum programmers

for the region, but for counsellors and students also.

New kinds of occupational-education studies would render invalu-

able service in clarifying present post-secondary complexities. They

11.041,01
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would probably be able to produce sets of manuals, loose-leafed to

facilitate revisions and up-dating, rather than one compendium. The

reports should be on the desk of all counsellors, whether in schools,

colleges, universities, or private institutions and businesses.

They would bring realism to youngsters at the Grade XII levels in

schools, or earlier. They would make the range of choices which

school-leavers have to face effective and salutary. The study should

help to clarify the relations between universities and colleges in

the enlarging territory of transferability. It would be a boon to

college instructors and adminislrators in planning new courses or re-

structuring the cortent of existing ones. The effort is surely worth

4-he trials which would beset the initial breakthrough.

There are other possible tangible and intangible benefits. An

important one to be hoped for is the facilitation of work-study pro-

grammes, arrangements by which employees are given interspersed

leave from their plants or offices to attend training courses. In

Britain, where there has been substantial development of this kind,

they are well described as "sandwich courses". They serve the seve-

ral objectives of offering incentives and new interests to workers,

of increasing industrial efficiency, and keeping track of new tech-

nologies and teaching new skills. Thay also serve to allay the

apprehensions which plague many industrial wage-earners and white-

collar workers - the risk of being displaced by automation, computers,

or other types of technical innovation. The appropriateness of col-

leges for this less-f'amiliar type of community service is incontes-

table, though it may well call for cooperation and coordination among

the colleges, vocational schools, and institutes.

We hope that such a map of the educational and training terri-

tory would lay to rest some of the myths and cliches which for far

too long have clustered around the entrance-to-industry stage of life,

and business-recruitment approaches affecting it. One example is the

view that degrees and diplomas are all very well, but the new employ-

ee is not really effective for the business corporation or industrial

plant until "we have had him for a while", and he has learned "in the

76
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company' what he never "got in school". Work-study programmes, more

creative apprenticeship, adequate labour-market and counselling in-

formation, and lecture-seminars for trade unionists and personnel

managers should provide constructive counters to this kind of out-

dated mythology. Another feature of labour market inadequacy in the

past was the requirement of prerequisites which were not strictly

relevant to occupational needs, e.g., high-school graduation for

bank clerical workers; and there are counterparts to this in entrance

requirements for un'versities, or for specializations within univer-

sities, which are still in need of rationalization. The open door

policy of the community college is of course the direct counter to

some of these anomalies, and the inauguration of mature student

acceptance, in which Simon Fraser University was a Lower Mainland

innovator, marks the change in this realm of established practice.

There still remain the questionings from several quarters, as

to "what good is a B.A. degree", or what is a B.A. degree for? The

answer is that a B.A. degree is basic education. Generic education

is needed not only for more enlightened living, but as a base for

responsible citizenship in a highly complex and crisis-ridden world.

It should not be confused with vocational preparation, though this

may be rationally combined with it and can clearly be an added

dimension. Technology is not a substitute for education or an alter-

native to studies of our cultural heritage. As a recec Department

of Education Study from Saskatchewan so clearly phrased it, "the next

few years will see even more rapid technological change. The prob-

lem we face, therefore, is not how io promote a more sophisticated

technological society, but rather, how to develop a more humane one".
1

The fortunate genius of the community college is that it can

work in both areas. Indeed, one of the guide-lines for the community

4

1

The Sackmedia Report: Toward,' the Development of an Integrated

[durational Communicaticm. and Community CnIlege System.

0-:,artment of Education. c;a,;katchewan, 1973, pp. vii-viii.
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college is that it should seek actively in its curriculum planning
to integrate humanities, social science, and general knowledge

courses into its career course packages. Many colleges already have

demonstrated how this can be done. By contrast, it would be a wel-

come innovation if a well-organized course on Career Choices Today

were a standard first-year feature of all community colleges and

accepted as a credit course for all students contemplating university

transfer. Here again, the Lower Mainland, having within its borders

the two major universities of the province, the BCIT, and a group of

extremely energetic colleges, is the ideal region in which to work

out a pioneer master plan. Coordination and consultation will be

essential. Colleges which have already worked out programmes in

these directions will need to pool their experience and resources

for the common good. An ad hoc committee on the whole range of

generic subjects for university-college liaison may be a desirable

device for an effective start.

3. Advisory Committees.

One of the welcome contributions of the community colleges to

curriculum-building is the Advisory Committee. An appropriate group

is normally set up for every technical programme, and more recently

to establish new career programmes. This channels the interest of

knowledgeable people to the types of training and education most

directly related to employment or community need. By giving the

stamp of approval to a certificate or diploma, it provides incentive

to candidates to work and study for its attainment and facilitates,

at least in some degree, the job-finding task of the successful

graduate. In an era of great social and technical change, this

mechanism for continuing contact between college and community can be

invaluable.

Naturally, advisory committees vary considerably. Some, while

essential at the inauguration of a course or programme, are less

needed or less interested once a course is well established.
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Although flexibility is in order because of the variety of occupa-

tions and skill-combinations, there may be duplication or lack of

coordination because of the number of colleges, and the considerable

spectrum of vocational curricula between schools, institutes and

colleges. Regional coordination offers th. opportunity for a review

of all advisory committees to identify appropriate combinations or

redistributions, to cut down unnecessary labours on the part of the

members, and to extend their range of concern beyond a single course

or locality. The importance of "family" occupational groups, and of

generic preparatory courses, should be kept in mind in making this

re-assessment.

In the interest of strengthening the balance between vocation-

al and academic courses, the success of advisory committees leads to

the suggestion that the device might well be applied to general edu-

cation subjects and university-transfer programmes. While articula-

tion is now well-explored territory, and several ad hoc committees

have worked in such subjects as History, Geography, English and other

first- and second-year university courses, there is still new ground

to be broken. Flexibility rather than rigidity is needed at this

level of study; there are many ways of making first-year courses

"relevant" to modern society and its pressing issues. There is room

for innovation in courses which might well be developed on such sub-

jects as International Issues Today, Reg' ,nal Development, Background

Studies for Canadians, and The Nature of "Community". Several col-

leges have instituted courses on Canadian Society, Life Opportunities

for Women Today, etc., and some o' these overlap with, or can be com-

bined with, generic skill development courses, courses designed to

alert people to the Arts, and courses designed for information and

stimulus on the oaths to active citizenship.

Such an approach would help to establish the links between so

many different kinds of training and career preparations which may

otherwise be obscured. Enlightened observers are pointing out, for

example, that technologists need human relations skills more than

ever in the crises- ridden world of today. Likewise, there is no
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longer room for the assumptions that sometimes surface in discussion -

that technology is not for women; that services are women's jobs;

that scientists do not need sociology; that education is "irrelevant"

Careers, like education, in the world of the 1970's and 1980's must

be universal in outlook. Human talents, from men, women, the young

and the old are what are needed. This could be, if it is riot

already, the credo of the community college.

4. Shalt,c1 Regional Sc....jai and Study Facilities.

College students are a diverse group which may be drawn from

all the sections and age groups that make up a living community.

This potential is far from having been realized in most regions as

yet, but as an objective IT must be kept wisely in view in all

college planning.

If so, both study facilities and social facilities must be given

special priority in college development policies. It has been neces-

sary at several points to refer to overcrowding, improvisation, and

makeshift arrangements of many kinds. Colleges are not universities.

They do not necessarily have to have spacious campuses with multiple

departments, research complexes, libraries, museums, hospital units,

and reserve space for expanding enrolments and new specializations.

But equally they are not schools, and they are certainly not largely

unmodified barracks, offices or converted warehouses. Langara and

Lynnmour show what can be done while the VVI shows what must be

avoided at all costs. University experience and that of some of the

enlightened new schools is of course relevant, but what is most

needed is the input of architects and construction and facilities

advisers who understand as imaginE.:-ively as possible the objectives

and horizons of the community college idea. Local variations should

be welcome. College, of all educational institutions, an well

learn from each other and from the differing conditions of urban,

suburban, and rural Incalitie',. It is not standardization, but

attractive adaptation to purpose thal is catled for. Since there

8" 4,
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are reasonable limits to the size of any single college, these guid-

ing principles may in the long run be the most economical.

For adults, and for young people who may be gaining new motiva-

tions for learning, it is of major importance that they should have

comfortable places where they can read books, consult references,

take notes and write essays. If there are non..., or they are too few,

a community college becomes a place to drive into, attend the lec-

ture, and go home again. It should be a place to stay in, not only

because study is frustrated without quiet retreats, but because edP-

c-ilion requires discussion and debate. Places for meeting other

students - particularly if they are taking different courses or pro-

grammes, or if they are of different backgrounds - are as essential

as out-of-class meetings between stiK:erils and instructors. Rooms

for purely social meeting- and ample cafeteria arrangements are as

important as library facilities. Student associations have almost in-

superable dificulties if they cannol meet in committee, or act as

hosts to students from other colleges. Moreover, they will have no

attachment to a college or develop a sense of identity which depends

on the amount and types of participation. If the college is not a

satisfying place to work in, or a comfc7table place to stay in, there

will be little or no incentive for day students to meet evening

students which is another potenti: the college quite different

in character from the orthodox situation in a university, but one to

be developed by joint meetings and common club memberships wherever

possible.

Cooperatives for book purchase or distribution, possibly for cer-

tain kinds of food provision, certainly for the organization of car-

pools and other transportation arrangements all these are among

the student activities that might be mo a readily and constructively

promoted if environoenlal factors encourage student contacts as

suggec,ted here.

It follows +hat timetables should he organized with thc,c, ,5supc

in mind. Inst3nr-,e-3 ar not wanting of cirriculum r.chedules co crowded
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that there is no one time when all students can get together for a

general meeting or a visiting lecturer; or so particularly crowded

for evening students that tney hardly have time for a relaxed meal,

let alone the opportunity to meet with other students for business

or recreational purposes.

On a regional basis, there are opportunities for increasing

student-community parlicipation which demand special attention. If

a Regional Resource Centre can be developed in the Lower Mainland

area, it could be a meeting-piace and a flexible educational resource

for all students. If it ha; enough open space, it could be used for

weekend seminars or workshops, recreation and sports of various

kinds in the summer. Bdildings with residential facililies could be

used similarly at other seasons. Every student at a college should

have a common rx_Tribership. Student associations, as well as instruc-

tors, should be encouraged to organize activities which could be

sited at this centre. It should be a unifying factor, as well as

facilitating inter-communications and conferences. The grounds,

buildings, and facilities of the Haney Correctional Centre, which

includes residences and workshops as well as offices, might provide

an admirable centre for t)'is purpose.

1 5. 4Planningl% Dimensions Find Education

Thedoption and irliplementation of sound and successful policies

for the Planning and development of an area depend vitally on public

education- Unt, recently, however, efforts in this regard have been

intermittent and Iargplys dependent upon voluntary agencies. While

public information models and exhibits have appeared, they have usu-

ally been of single buildings, particular sectors or blocks cf pro-

perty. Their relation'to city and region has seldom been interpreted.

In the core cities (Vancouver, Burnaby, New Westminster, the North

Shore), the ahsencr?. of defined neighbourhoods for long militated

again.r the process of local community consultation which could have

helped to acquaint cittzens with the wider horizons of city and
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and regional plans, as well as with local projects affecting them

dirt.-Ltly. Of -:oirse, many citizen groups have come into being over

the years, but nosy have tended to be short-lived, brought together

by opposition, to local changes proposed without long-term notice or

reference to overall plans, such as high-rise apartments, ill-sited

shopping centres, or arbitary demolitions. It is small wonder that

enlightened public, opinion has not been broadly generated. On the

contrary, there is widespread confusion between "planners",

"developers", and "governments". If professional planners are

ignored or only partially used by municipal governments; if deve-

lopers (whether of housinn projects, subdivisions, or office build-

ings) regard plaining controls as obstacles to their operations

rather than provisions for the public benefit; and if the public is

not properly informed, the city becomes a patchwork and there is

wide disiilusionment. Confusion is compounded because undefined

"planners" are blamed for the undesirable buildings, patterns and

problems that emerge.

However, there have been interesting and encouraging develop-

ments in public understanding in recent years. The case for neigh-

bourhool consultation and local area planning has been slowly

gaining some support; in the schools, some urban study has been in-

cluded in the curriculum for Grade XI Social Studies; Lower Mainland

municipalities have made greater efforts to distribute information

about developments and the Livable Region programme of the GVRD has

involved widespread public consultation. These various advances,

coupled with the sustained activities of well-established citizen

agencies hove provided a useful groundwork for an overall, comprehen-

sive, consistent programme of public information. It is not that

plans and planners are always right. What is important is that both

planners and government need continuous interchange with citizens aT

large. I-I is here that community colleges can serve a valuable func-

tion, especially in a regional context - and in several ways:

Cl) There could be organized general-education courses on plan-

ning n all its phases - city, suburban, rural, reciunal; pnysical
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resources, amenities, cultural activities, aesthetics; the history

of planning and its relevant disciplines; comparative examples c

everything from streets and buildings to civic centres and transit

systems; the municipal, provincial, and citizen contribution.

(2) Some of the suggested courses should be acceptable for

academic credit, following consultations with the Planning Committee

and appropriate advisory committees. But less formal versions could

be offered in the foam of Community Service projects such as short

courses, seminars, workshops, exploration 'visits, film shows, library

programmes, etc. There is little doubt that, related to issues of

particular localities, these would elicit cooperation from citizen

groups and stimulate constructive activity.

(3) A further area is in contributions to technical, vocational

and career programmes. There is a growing need for vocational

training at the technical and "middle management" levels, for which

colleges are particularly adapted. These are needed for the many

types of personnel involved in the supporr services for planning

activities - for example, clerical, statistical, mapping, exhibit

and model making, media production, bulletin preparations and so on.

And, as effective teams are needed for continuous planning, a team

must have "know-what" as well as "know-how". Planning departments

need various kindsof planning technicians as well as professional

planners.

(4) Another dimension of planning in relation to community

colleges is in regard to contributions to student activitiec for

their own seeds and those of the colleges. An excellent example is

the area of transportation, whose importance has been giver special

attention in following paragraphs. Other examples are: knowledge

of regional industrialization in relation to future employment and

traiaing needs; ecological and environmental protection concerns;

cooperation with the various asociationc and .:,ocictiec. concerned

with housing, rlanning, and civic developmirt.. The fact that ,he

United Nations Conference on Human Settlements (Habitat) will he
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taking place in Vancouver in June I976 should he of special interest

to community colleges,

Transportation: The need for re-ordering priorities. One of

the many advantages of a community college is that, to a substan-

tial extent, it can be a commuter college. The facilities are

intended to be accessible in the physical as well as the instruc-

tional sense. But while this may be true where the relative density

or concentration of the population is high, it is another matter

where areas are large and populations scattered. Partly because of

basic features (agricultural economy, rural or relatively pioneer

settlements) this latter is true of several sectors of the great

Lower Mainland expanse, for instance - Howe Sound, Indian Arm, parts

of the south-east sector. Another factor has been haphazard and

somewhat uncontrolled residential building over the formative years.

"Outreach" or "satellite" units, small but serviceable for popula-

tion pockets in the college's constituency, are a practical answer.

The precedents of the travelling library on the one hand, and the

never facilities of educational media and self-study kits on the

other, are the kinds of resources that can be adapted to this need.

But they are not a complete answer. Getting to and from the campus

is a .serious matter, not to be shrugged off because "everybody does

it". It must never be forgotten that this makes demands not only on

students, but on instructors, support staff, administrators,

programme coordinators and community-service personnel.

Every college is heavily burdened as a result of the still per-

vasive belief that everybody should travel by car. Adequate parking

is a constant subject of complaint, and a continuing demand on space.

If the site is big enough, it means that land that might he used for

study facilities, social rooms, or recreational pursuits, must be

assigned to ever-growing ranks of cars, trucks and trailers, (although

here and there there are evidences that he much more accommodating

bicycle is gaining recognition). If fhe site is 'mall, as in the ca-,e

o: 'frn irprovLed office, warehouse, scho, 1 or church, heavy parking

on +11(, adjacent ctreet-, gives rise to understandable complaints from

8"
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merchants or residents. Much of this burden is not the fault of

colleges. It is the product of the assumption that everybody can or

should drive a car, an assumption t1-,at has activated so much of the

suburban real-estate development over an enormous area many times

the size of the central city, Vancouver. Freeways and related high-

way developments permit much more mobility than would otherwise come

anywhere near feasibility; but, like high-density building itself,

they generate traffic. Moreover, their enormous cost, borne by the

public purse over several decades, often seems to elude notice when

the cost of alternative systems of rapid transit comes to debate.

Community-based enlightenment on the need for a transit network for

the whole Lower Mainland area has only recently begun to show itself

wiTh strength.

Rapid transit plans are now under active consideration, but it

will take years to complete a comprehensive system. There is a case

for study of the proposals for. Lower Mainland transportation (roads,

buses, rail, and other vehicles) now under debate, in appropriate

courses in various "disciplines" within the college calendar. As

transportation is important not only for college planners, but for

students and reicNrts wh) have a stake in the future economy and

attrac+Iveness of rEltgi)n, we halve assembled maps which show the
1

main dimensions of tc 4ansportation issues. But it is cleari. that

study by all concerlYwill be the best means of assuring college

inputtothefuturemprbvements and developments that are needed.

-1
is

Workable expeckiAtl need more exploration and assistance than
iA 4\ .1

\kthey have received. Ell-pi-car arrangements are_feil known among all

students; but there are'llmits to this because of the unique riety

of colleg_ time-tables, and sometimes the lack oi social facilities

makes the arranging of pool-car departures less flexible than they

might otherwise be.

Bu,,e3 are of obvious relevance ac a basic contribution i? com-

muting nef-ds, and the need is recognized by administrators and

students. As a result of communication between the collegeF, and

89
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B.C. Hydro, the Bureau of Transit Services has recently given atten-

tion to college services and the new services are illustrated on the

transportation map. There is need, however, for continued consul-

tation and exchange of information. If the tendency to equate col-

leges with the universities and BCIT is still evident, it MUST be

emphasized that the needs of their constituencies are quite different.

And it will he noted that the routes credit Vancouver only to Langara,

Capilano to North Vancouver, and Douglas to New Westminster.

Although the re-structuring recommended in this report will make

the colleges somewhat more self-contained, there will still be need

for good communication for the various "outreach" centres, and between

colleges for library purposes, joint committees, meetings of student

groups, and so forth. The Regional Planning Committee can obviously

serve a valuable purpose in relating all transportation needs to the

educational network, as well as to the plans in process between the

Bureau of Transit Services, the GVRD, and other relevant organizations.

The automobile, viewed in long-term perspective today, must diminish

in mportance; buses, rail transit, even bicycles, must be accorded,

ascending priority. The ownership and/or operation of some buses as

specific college services, must be given consideration along with

other comi;lunication resources. AbovekE' I,
4

ll -an.spo4tion must .0e i
t

geared to serve livability and, in this ccnttxt, community education,
A

colleges can help to achieve reasonable balance.

4

rd ucaI onal Media, Community Servces, and Adult Education.ion.

Media. No perspective on the present aind

services of colleges would be complete without recognition or\\he

multi-dimensional resources for information, study, instiuctioll, and

community enhancement now available. Some of these already have a

creditable history, such as public libraries developed through

exhibits, lecturrs and films, and travelling libraries which have

serviced remote and sparsely populated areas. Some are relatively

new, such as fdpe-recorded :earning systems, which community
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colleges in particular have used to provide a range of subjects.

There have been several initiatives by the colleges in the Lower

Mainland to develop cooperative ventures in the production and use of

instructional media. For example, tne Media Exchange Cooperative has

compiled a union catalogue of 16 mm. films held by eight post-

secondary institutions, and two community colleges have proposed the

cooperative development of self-paced learning courses. Such ven-

tures should be encouraged and supported; they will be the most

economical ways of providing supnortive services and of extending

college programmes and services to additional segments of the

Population.

Amidst all the concern with technological media, books must

never be forgotten, no matter how much radio and television are ac-

corded prior mention in popular discussion. Books are of first-order

relevance not only for credit courses of academic or technical charac-

ter, but for community service, the arts, and recreational activities,

to say nothing of information about contemporary education, about city

and country trends and planning requirements, and about national-and

international affairs in ge^eral. Colleges already do their best to

circulate books among their widely-dispersed centres while the

university libraries extend their cooperation willingly. The

availability of books, especially major texts, is a matter of great

concern among s4idents. The concern increases as there are more

students, more course proliferations, and more books. There is need

for a college conference of librarians !from colleges, universities,

public libraries, etc), with appropriate instructors and interested

persons within the commnnity, to review ways and means of ensuring the

most effec-live metnods of purchase, distribution and use.

The community college is uniquely ti-tted to be a coordinal.ng

centre for media and instructional resources. This 's adult educ,-Ition

in new ra. ent, and in a world of expanding horizons it is doubly

welrome. It costs money, how,ver, and it calls for extend ,d

cooperation and (-..Dnsultations to -2voirl ication, conflicts of
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dates or recipient groups, attention to relatively neglected areas,

and so forth. The community college should recognize its responsi-

bilities, and these responsibilities should be recognized in turn,

by public and pr;vate community groups. The net result, should be

to stimulate local initiatives, not in any way to replace them by

programmes conceived or projected only from the top down. Adult

educators, of course, are well aware of these requirements and goals,

but those with experience are still relatively rare.

Community Services. Because of the coordination of adult edu-

cation, night school courses, etc., which were al one time organized

solely by school boards on the one hard and university extension de-

partments on the ot:ler. most community colleges have been able to

establiTh a valuable role in this area. But it is a diverse situ-

ation, and some regional guide-lines would not be amiss. We recom-

mend that each college should appoint a Community Educati'n Director

as a full-time senior staff member, with appropriate assistance and

t-avelling allowances, to be the focus and the contact for all pro-

grammes and services other than those offered for credit. This

director should bear the same relation ro community groups and

citizens in the college area, as the Director of Counselling bears

;it students. 1

As alriarly ir4icated,;th: noedle no Clonflict betweerAhe col-1

i A

1
t ',t iti i k

1 munity collegelandt-he It)ca") 4munity'school now being fosAired t'y
:
.

school boarcs.' Dision
ot.=.ia-in1

cJr should be ecognized in tNI-te ways
I .. i a,

(a) the age-grces (along wwhipTns) primarCly catered for; t

(b) the small 11cality vs. getrgional one;
4

c) +he type of p.ro-

gramme (community activitiesys4 academic, technical, and career
c

advancement). Community schools have everything to gain from

coordination rn a region -wide basis. Equally, i+ is clear that Uni-

vPrsity Extension departments can further their efforts_ with greater

ease ar.d efficiency when a network of Community Education Directors

is availablo for consultation, joint programming, a4A publicity.

9'A.
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Adult Education. The Task Force Report has recommended that

each college board establish standing committees to serve as region-

al councils in five functional areas adult and continuing educa-

tion programmes, media-communicatiows services, programme evaluation

services, educational advisory services, and community educational

development services. In regions of the Province where some of these

services are minimal, struggling, or non-existent, the community col-

lege is the logical "parent" facilitator. However, in the Lower

Mainland, where strong agencies are already operating in the

designated five areas, the role of the college is that of partner.

Differences in local situations must of course be take- into account,

and there will be special responsibilities where some localities or

community needs are unserved. Cooperative arrangements are the

proper means for progress; wherever school boards, civic groups,

trade unions, or dedicated volunteers are already at work, approp-

riate support and encouragement should be provided after

consultation.

All of the school districts in the Lower Mainland have extensive

adult education programmes, and there are a host of voluntary agen-

cies and other organizations providing a wide range of educational

programmes for adults. In total, these prviders of adult and co2.-

tinuing educaApn probably reach from five to ten times as many

participants astdo the current community col.leae programmes, so it
1,. C does not seem rekisonable at this time to expect regional councils

r,
established by community colleges to fulfil adequately'a coordinating

,1

and funding role for all of the agencies invoked. Moreover, a com-

prehensive view of adult and :ontinuing education in the Province has

not yet been undertaken, so it would seem premature to Mace ali

such activities under the umbrella of the community college at this

stage. It appears that some form of regional coordination may he

desirable,and the system of local councils now operating in Alberta

and the regional system proposed for Manitoba are intereyting models

that might he adapted for Rritish Columbia. Before such rm,asures

are undertaken, nowever, we recommend rha' the Department of

Education study in detail the role, phi locophy, organization and

financing of adult and continuing education in the Province.
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Appendix A.

"Community" and "Region": Notes on Terminology

1 "Community". The important word "community" is used so frequently,

but with so many different connotations, that it has led to confusion.

The concepts of community are of the highest value in today's urban-

!zed development, and a search for restoration of community spirit

is making itself evident in many quarters. But it is important,

both for education and for administration, to have some clear

definitions.

It is to be welcomed, at the outset, that "community college"

has come to be the favoured terminology. In British Columbia it

has happened only recently, and the reason for the mutual consensus

is elusive though the work of -,:olleges themselves may well be one

of the rea-ons. There are many other titles in the background, all

of which have varying inadequacies. The term used in California,

and initially adopted in some provincial reports, was "junior college".

It derives from the concept of the col'tge as primarily the entry

or transfer stage to the university including the first two years of

normal university courses. The courses might be cleared precisely

with the universities,whi le the universities mighi- phasc.qu-I ge,IT'
,f $

first and second-year teaching and direct themselvbs mor?..an,impre
,. T

exclusiv;ly to advanced teaching and graduate reserch. The,value of t 1

1
(

this kind of junior college, especially when organ zed a; a complete

network as in California, is that it offers academic education
i

4
*

i

readily through geographical
decentralization, serving local and

remote communities, cutting down commuting and costs, and providing

the more comfortable atmosphere of the small campus. The difficulty

is tnat it focuses all the attention on academic aspiration and puts

pressure on the university to proliferate into a seemingly ever-

expanding raj of specializations.

Canadian universities have not followed this latter course to

the ex-tent of some of the"multivergitie of the United States. Rut

S Alt

I
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the belief that the chief function of the community college is to act

as the intermediary or "stepping stone" to university !s widespread

and persistent. Public education is still needed on the fact that

the community college is properly and uniquely a multiple-functions

institution. On this first issue, the main point is that it is

certainly one of the functions of a communi4-y college to facilitate

university entrance for all who exhibit the capacity to profit from

it. But the balancing of academic or university-transfer courses

with other kinds of courses is another function. Perhaps in the

modern complex world, and in the light of the basic principle that

true education is a life-long process, that is its most valuable

function.

What then is "community"? It cannot be reiterated too often that

there are many kinds of community. They have some common elements,

but they are different in range. Simply stared, there are at least

four, and a conceptual fifth. The community concerned can be, in

fact or ;n aspiration, (a) local, (b) regional, (c) national, or (d)

international. The fifth dimension refers to a sharing of common in-

teres's among a number of people, whether or not they have a shared

or delimited locality. Thus we may refer to ethnic, language, or

religious groups, to professional groups, or to rather abstract but

recbgnPzabie characterimtions such a s the acaclemlcom4nity,

the scientific commun4ty
'

+hie community of scholars, the :11igent-

s -a, '.he West", etc.$ If this avenue of semantics is explored, it

becomes evident that identity or consensus of interests may be

ass umed rather than actual. For pkactical purposes, the combina-
%

tion of (a) intercis or ripeds, and. (b) locaMy, is the operative

one, and it is certainly the most rAevant for ,011eges.

2. Regions and College "Constituencies". The potential validity of a

regional subdivision of a province is beyond question, notabl,/ ;n

territory so large and with such 'varied condition; of density and

remoteness as British Columbia. But thi-, na, led to ambiguity be-

cause the regions were not defined as a complete provincial network.

Sc-



The illuminating comparison on this point is with On-Fario. When the

CAAT'S (Colleges of Applied Arts and Technology) were set up there

in 1965, following upon the "Robarts Plan" which coordinated the

cur-iculum sequences of the Ontario secondary schools, a complete

patt,,rn of regional designations was framed for the total province.

In each region existing institutions were amalgamated and given a

College name. The area that each new college was to serve was thus

clear from the start. The whole group of colleges started together,

and the opportunities were made available simultaneously for the

remote and sparsely-populated parts of the province as well as the

cities. There were of course adjustments to be made 'n each region, and

some are still going on. But reqionality was clear; the college in

each sector knew the area and population it was primarily to serve.

Within only a few years of operation, the sense of community has

been enhanced by the existence of a recognizable and coordinating

institution which is "their college".
1

In British Columbia, the colleges not only were to emanate

solely from provisions of the Public Schools Act, but depended on

the initiatives of one or more school districts. School boards had

to reach agreements a.nong themselves, and there were local

referenda. If they signified approval, the applications could be

e foi- a new region:01 college to the Minister of Education. Sub-
,t

st'anti31 finauing co61d.still rest wits; he sch,,-.)(0 esiri,itricts, and

therefore required increrfents to schc7,o1 ;taxes. Pr )r,Aals for
4

satellite campuses or n.lw buildings wer. not necessarily approved,

and thJ decision to combine voCationa' schools with the colleges was

not made until some years of the progne had p'ssed.

Such experimentation and local ini,kiatives cr he defended.

school boards, after all, are elected bodies, and have prac+ical know-

ledge of trends in school enrolment. Most of them also have

IAs early as 1970, this is documented, with many intv-resting.vari-

ationc, in The Community Colleges and their Communifles, the report

of an extensive survey by the Ontario Association for Continuing

Education (published 1971).

st;
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developed night school and adult education classes. But the rele-

vant regions for the colleges are fortuitous. There are a whole
series of dministrative regions worked out provincially and used by

several departments of the government (Trade and Industry, Resources,
Parks, Agriculture, etc.), but they have not been coordinated.
Perhaps it is not essential that they should be, although if

community development is to be actively pursued on modern lines, with
all that is happening in resource utilization, power development,

highways urbanization, concern with agriculture, rural preservation,
mastery of the frontier without ecological destruction, it is surely
the path of wisdom. It is true that some regions of the province
are vitually self-defining; the Okanagan (because of climate homo-
geneity and mountain boundaries, etc.), and Vancouver Island (because
it is ..-2,n isiand). But this did not prevent some constituent sectors
of each region from opting out when regional college votes came up.
At one extreme are the vast territories of the north, where homogen-

izing centres have to be created if they are to function at all,
and distances will always be a demanding factor. The other extreme
is the metropolitan region, the Lower Mainland, where a series of

divergent developments have taken place in the central city, on the

North Shore, and ir. the great eastern and southern suburbs.

Burrard Inlet and the wide arms of the Fraser River divide these

sectors almost unavoidably into sub-regions.

3. Provincial Constituencies. How does regionality apply to education?
The answer is really threefold. An educational unit may have

(1) a provincial (or wider) constituency, (2) a regional constituency

as defined above, or (3) a local or neighbourhood constituency. An

elementary school characteristically serves a neighbourhood and a

secondary school can serve several neighbourhoods or a large

district. Community Colleges, as in so many other matters, are

intermediate.

The provincial-national reference is clearest in relation to

univf-,rsities. UBC was, for a long time, the University of British

97
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Columbia. Victoria College was a constittent college of the

University. The recent move to facilitate coordination of the four

universities which British Columbia now has, is quite understand-

able in a provincial context. And most reasonable commentators are

ante to recognize that there is no irreconcilable conflict between

the preservation of the appropriate areas of autonomy and self-

government of each university, and the need for joint and cooperative

planning of financing. Both are essential to meeting student and

public needs in effective and balanced fashion.

the same principle applies to the B.C. Institute of Technology.

Its function is province-wide, so it is not unreasonable for intend-

ing students to come to the Lower Mainland for the intensive kind of

training - demanding elaborate facilities and equipment, and

specialized expertise - which is located there. In Alberta, where

tF.re is a northern and a southern Institute sharing the functions,

there is no doubt about the province-wide coverage and general

coordination responsibilities.

4. Institutes. There ace of course many kinds of institutes, and the

word as freely used with differing connotations as the word "college".

There are, and perhaps always will be, shadings and overlappings

between schools, colleges, institutes, and universities. The essence

of a college, in the community college sense, is the widest possible

distrihution and opportunity, whereas an institute is characterized

more by specialization and therefore selective entrance and profes-

sionalism. Both institutes and colleges may offer preparatory or

introductory courses, but the college generates potential recruits

for advanced training or study and the institute provides it for

those who desire it, or who discover it after sampling at introduc-

tory levels. Whether the institute offers complete programmes or has

continuing transfer arrangements with universities depends cn the

typo of (nur,e and the facilities available. None of this prevents

colloges from -)ffering diploma,' (e.g., for career programmes) which
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are complete within themselves, or from having out-of-region students

in any of the wide range of services which they provide.

5. Local Communities: Neighbourhoods. It is very comrion for the word
"community" to be used as meaning the local, usually smalt-scale,
area. In the villages and small towns which, until fifty years ago,
were the most characteristic settlements in Canada, this usage was

both understandable and readily applicable. In the city the effec-

tive to -m for the local unit is "neighbourhood". Neighbourhoods are
still important; if people live in adjacent streets and areas and
there are at least some amenities which bring them together - schools,

shopping areas, churches, libraries, post offices and other public
services - a neighbourhood acquires recognition, identity, and some
fairly clear boundaries. Neighbourhood groups can indeed establish

themselves in spite of inadequate facilities or deteriorated

housing, if there are ethnic, economic, or social forces in

operation. New residential developments, especially important in

the suburbs, can be designed deliberately to show and encourage
neighbourhood patterns; or they can ignore them. In Canadian suburbs
during the first post-war decades, architects and CMHC agencies pro-
moted this kind of community-building rather than mere housing. The

acceleration of high-rises, condominiums, and high-density zoning

may have weakened the neighbourhood idea.

It has often been suggested that the "neighbourhood concept" is

no longer needed on the ground that the automobile makes for mobility

and wide contacts with little or no reference to walking-distances.

It is an unconvincing argument. Children walk to school; most

mothers are not commuters; local shopping can be pleasant; there

are leisure-Ilme pursuits which are home-centred; older people may

not like to drive, or may not own cars. Above all, local community

centres can (ter to families - all members of them, from young to

old. Indeed, it is arguable that automobiles, through traffic con-

gestion, parking problems, noise and he hazards created by speedy

S9
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or careless drivers, serve to destroy neighbourhoods. However this

may be, the movement to utilize schools as ccmmunity cen-fre,_ is a

growing and welcome one, and school boards am, local citizen groups

are cooperating in their development. There is one problem of

terminology in that the favoured description is "community schools",

and there is resultant confusion between these and community col-

leges. Tne circumstance that, until recentli, both schools and com-

munity colleges came under the jurisdiction (-) school boards has

been an additional factor.

Since community-oriented schools and community-oriented colleges

are both desirable developments, the confusion is unfortunate. It

generates some feelings of competition, or at least of overlapping

or difficulty in sorting-out of functions. If the city had defined

its neighbourhoods, and neighbourhood concepts had been built into

its planning, neighbourhood schools would have had ready meaning,

and the confusion of mere words need not have arisen. What is rele-

vant is simply that the "community" of the cci.ege and the "community"

of the local school are different. One is much larger, and it is

primarily concerned with adults. There is room for cooperation

between colleges and schools, but the constituency of the college

is regional and colleges are primarily the agencies for pest- secondary

education.

A regional outlook, and J regional concept of coordination, pro-

cedure, and division of labour, are essential to the success of all

colleges. It is doubly imperative in the Lower Mainland area because

several divergent degrees of "urban-ness" are represented in the

total area, and because there are basic differences in the evolution-

ary background of the present college systems. Vancouver Community

College, for instance, in over twenty-five years of history, has

seen the initiation and nurturing of many components of the adult

education picture including high-school completion and college pre-

paration, night schools, trade training, career courses, arts educa-

tion, recreational service, language courses for immijrants, and

others. Moreover, all this has been done through one strong school
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board, with tne shared use of school facilities and the collaborat-

ion of school personnel. The basic constituencies These 'nits haves

grown to serve have been relatively high-density localities and

people of several income-levels. All this experience and striving

to which so many professional and volunteer people have contributed

over a very dynamic period of Vancouver's growth must be respected.

Its incorporation into a metropolitan-regional framework will be

somewhat novel to many, and even resisted by come. Nevertheless,

it is inescapable in the light of experience in every large city on

several continents, and it is essential for comprehensive educational

promotion in the future.
1

1

In Communities in Canada, A Curriculum Resources text (Mctelland
and Stewart. 1970) designed for secondary schools and colleges,
one of the authors of this report has compiled a series of des-
criptive readings, detailed schedules, and study-project to elu-
cidate the concepts of "region", "community", and "neighbourhood",
from wholly Canadian materials. And in The Teacher and the City,
(Methuen), 1971) another of the authors has prepared a similar
text with study-guides on cities, regions and urbanism. (See
Appendix E. References).



APPENDIX B.

Guidance for Planning: Measurements

1. The Sub - Regions. There is no standard classification of Lower Mainland

statistics into sub-regions or communities. This is partly because

many municipal boundaries are the product of empirical decisions

made in the past, partly because the built-up area has continually

changed and expanded, and partly because a truly regional perspec-

tive is still unfamiliar. Geographers are well aware of regional

imperatives, and the inter-relations between city and country have

been emphasized by social scientists in "natural region" analysis,

economic development, and planning applications. The LMRPB and the

GVRD have utilized geographical, land-use, demographic and transport-

ation data, to secure invaluable illuminations of present and future

problems within a network of multiple jurisdictions, including muni-

cipalities, school boards, and metropolitan organizations for water,

sewage, parks, hospitals, and other services. Statistics Canada

has framed definitions of tne Census Metropolitan Area (CMA) for

each Census date. These have had to be enlarged, notably for 1971,

as residential expansion has pushed out the urban boundaries.

The tables which have been assembled for the present report

reflect these difficulties, but they have also utilized varying com-

binations becauso community college planning offers several alterna-

tives. The statistics are supplemented by sketch-maps which start

by bringing the physiographical boundaries into proper focus. Thus,

for example, the North Shore districts which techni,ally cover large

northern areas, are in practice confined TO a relatively narrow east-

west strip. Similarly, the agricultural reserves, the mountains,

ana the Fraser River point up the realities o= +he farming communi-

ties as wE.II as the market towns of the upper reaches of the Valley.

The concentration of Vancouver City is outstanding: but it must be

adjudged in relation to Burnaby, as well as to differentials between

eastern and western sectors. Expansion, already showing in such

plat -s ac, Richmond must be recognized, as well as the differences

1.0%,"



I ikely to emerge between possible unplanned diffusion and managed

growth in the next decade. Community college planning is not just

dependent on these trends. It must play its part in several educa-

tional roles, in helping to direct growth to desirable patterns.

2. Relevant College Measurements. Unfortunately, it is difficult, if

not impossible, to assemble precise data for all the trends relevant

to systematic college planning. This is not because statistical pro-

jections are not being made. The GVRD in particular has been active-

ly compiling demographic and land-use measurements and graphics which

deserve far more careful examination than they are getting. The dif-

ficulties are inherent in all planning concerned with the total spec-

trum of modern educational opportunity, and in this spectrum the

community college plays the most critical role.

Population totals in this context are only the most elementary

of beginnings in looking to the future. College offerings and servi-

ces are not solely for the ages 18-20, but for all age groups, both

sexes, all income-levels,and the greatest variety of economic, social,

familial, and loca+ional circumstances. Moreover, the open-door col-

lege, by its very nature, generates some of its clientele, notably

for career courses, trade-training, and community service programmes.

In a "gap area" where college facilities are not existent, the poten-

tial may be much greater than mere population totals might suggest.

Career courses and trade training depend not only on the exis-

ting patterns of industry, commerce, and governmental services, but

upon the changes and developments, social as well as technological,

which should reasonably be anticipated. These, in turn, are influ-

enced by such factors as urban renewal it the downtown core, Indus-

tr;a1 estates at ajor higoway nodes, shopping centres, new subdivi-

sions, and recreational projects. Ccntral areas decline in population

but rise in traffic flow, while suburbs proliferate horizontally and

are themselves brought into existence following major freeway con-

struction. No matter how much forecasting data is assembled,

10-,



existing patterns can be as important as projections, and the goals

to be -sought by conscious action must be formulated and continuous-

ly evaluated. Forecasting is not simply keeping track of what

happens to have grown.

If college planning is to mesh into regional-metropolitan physi-

ca! planning, therefore, it has to add its own sets of variables to

the existing data banks, and to add its expertise to the work of con-

tiguous review. Since college enrolments statistics are complicated

because of multiple-category courses, variable terms, occupational

specifications, part-time, evening and"extended day" time - tables,

etc., the most indicative methods of standardization will have to be

worked out. Much more detail is needed of the kinds of people who

take what kinds of courses, and where they are located. Organized

exchanges of information will have to be arranged between colleges,

relevant institutes, and the planning agencies of the GVRD and its

affiliates.

The interest of colleges in this aspect of systematization is

not in question. It has already been evidenced by reviews and reports

undertaken by the Vancouver School Board and its successive affiliates

over many years, by the cooperation extended by Douglas College, BCIT

and local school boards prior to the initiation of Fraser Valley

College, by the collective brief of Vancouver Community College and

Douglas College on the Hastings-eurnaby' localities, and many others.)

This expertise and aooawill should be directed into a fully-functioning

regional-provincial system.

1

The Post-Secondary Education Enrolment Forecasting Committee, set up

by the B.C. Academic Board, and operating out of UBC, has explored

many aspects of enrolment statistics; and has :',:lencied willing

cooperation to the present survey. But it is confined to forecast-

ing university enrolments; and for the reasons detailed below,

quite different dimensions are needed for the full community college

spectrum.
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There are various reasons for the statistical difficulties.

Several counts do not include preparatory courses, whether for voca-

tional programmes or for entrance to university first-year programmes.

Many tabulations do not include the vocational schools, while others

include the BCIT along with colleges. Vancouver Community College

figures occasionally relate to Langara only, but there are at least

four other units to be taken into account. Community Services and

several vocational courses have short time-spans which do not lend

then Ives to compilation in simple equality with courses on a semes-

ter basis. There are also adult-ech.cation programmes given in public

schools which, particularly in Vancouver, are joint operations with

the VCC. These may t .sted as Continuing Education, and usually

are very large figures, with no indication of number of students as

distinguished from number of courses taken. University-transfer

courses are not always distinguished from BCIT-transfer courses.

Applying to all of these is the difference between full-time and

part -time attendance. Returns are made of these, along with a head

count to establish a general comparative index. Full-time equivalents

(FTE's) are computed according to the number of courses taken which

may be the basis for certain financial grants.

As a result of these problems, only a few illustrative tables

have been reproduced in this report, although a large file of statis-

tical returns was examine° to aid in reorganization decisions. Both

trends and comparisons between colleges must be evaluated with consi-

derable caution, and this fact underlines our recommendation that a

Regional Planning Secretariat for the Lower Mainland colleges should

organize a comprehensive statistical service, taking account of all

classes of students as well as programmes, and of locational factors

relevant as guidelines for future coordination or expansion.

3. Compilation Requirements. Present gross totals of educational and

training services furnish an unreliable basis for planning unless

they are interpreted with caution and careful additional explanation.

There- arc understandable reasons for the deficiencies, but it seem!,

10'a-



best to list the changes which are needed so that these important

measurements can be brought into effective use.

(1) University-transfer enrolmenis should not be given priority or

exclusive tabulation. The label "academic" is not always clear nor

is it everywhere in favour. It is not always certain that students

who register for first-year subjects will actually go on to seek a

degree. Subject specializations, at least in broad categories (e.g.

Social Sciences, Physical Sciences, etc.) would be helpful.

(2) There are important distinctions between BCIT and universities.

Courses specifically planned for BCIT transfer, and students deli-

berately oriented to BCIT or a comparable institute should he

indicated. Generic courses which may lead to either university or

institute are worthy of separate mention.

(3) Vocational programmes are very commonly excluded, in botn

returns and official tabulations. The distinctions are important,

but equal treatment must be facilitated. It may he necessary to in-

dicate the time-periods of programmes as well as classifications.

Tabulations should distinguish; (a) numbers of persons (men and women),

(b) numbers of courses (with indications of persons taking more than

one course, etc.), (c) types of programme. Separate tables for voca-

+Ional courses may be in order, but they should be given equal atten-

tion with academic courses, which also demand classification and

subdivision.

(4) Career programmes should be given more prominence and some inter-

pretation. It is not )elpful to prospective students to mix them in-

discriminately with unit vocational courses or with concentrated tech-

nological programmes. The development of BTSD and g.neric courses in

the future makes this careful distinction even more essential as a

necessary step in enlightened community college presentation. It is

even doubtful whether academic and vocational possibilities should

always h(-. publicized in separate brochures. As indicated elsewhere

lOr
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in this report, basic education, career courses, and preparatory

courses recommend themselves as better over-all headings.

(5) Preparatory courses are assuming more importance as college per-

sonnel are able to pool their experiences in this vital area. There

are distinctions between skill preparation and basic-education pre-

paration, but common elements are corning to the fore with experience

and research. All concerned can profit from thoughtful comparisons

between classroom, workshop, and studio instruciion. Generic or

preparatory courses should therefore be given separate enrolment id-

entity. Distinctions between short and longer courses, and indica-

tions of the "linkages" or transfer alternat;ves to which they relate

could be worked out without too great difficulty. This would be

useful to potential students, counsellors, and curriculum planners

generally.

(6) Part-time, evening, and even intermittent students, are of great

importance in community college operations. Some reasonable classifi-

cations should be standardized after consideration at Regional Coun-

cil conferences. Thereafter, full-time and part-time students

should be given equal prominpnce. The FTE (full-time equivalent)

formula is understandable as a need for certain fiscal purposes, but

it should not be given precedence or exclusive use over a balanced

presentation of the unique community college constituency.

(7) Community services are 3asic, but very diverse. Because of

their special character, it is only reasonable that they should be

9iven spearate treatment. Careful classification and indication of

periods, persons, and locations (including, at least for some sample

studies, the origins of attending participants) is needed. Colleges

wil! certainly be willing to share their expertise in this area to

ensure that an informative body of statistics and descriptive informa-

tion will be made available annually.

(8) Adult or continuing education courses demand special attention.

Many of these will continue to be offered solely by schoo' - oards, on
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public school premises. There are also the bur.gt,oning programmes

of community schools to be considered. Programmes which are offered

jointly, on an effective cooperative basis by both schools and col-

leges, should clearly be so specified. Otherwise, joint programmes

should not be added into regular statistics, especially when the

attendance figures may be so compcsite or undefined as to be virtually

meaningless.

As every college will offer some community services, personal

development, or continuing education services, it is only proper

that due account of this should appear in overall statistical tabu-

lations. But, once again, subjects of instruction are of major im-

portance; and returns on this kind of material should strive for

reasonable and constructive classifications.

It is to be hoped that in future there will be very clear indi-

cations in all official publications that community colleges have

multiple functions, which should be specified in suffic;ently des-

criptive terms, and that they are quite distinct from the publi-

school system on the one hand and uni.ersities on the olAer.

Depending on the context, it is similarly necessary to separate the

statistics, with appropriate explanations, relating to technological

institutes and private colleges.
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Table 1. The Basic Population Factors

Sub-Regions

Vancouver (a)

"Eastern Peninsula" A

Burnaby
New Westminster

"Eastern Peninsula" 3 (b)

Coquitlam
Port Coquitlam
Port Moody
Fraser Mills

North Shore (c)

West Vancouver
North Vancouver (City)
North Vancouver (Dist.)

Southern Suburbs (d)

Richmond
Surrey (e)

Delta

Total Metropolitan Area

Total British Columbia V

(Figures

1941-1986

to nearest 100)

1941 1951 1961 (19?1) (1981) (1986)

276,000 347,000 387,800 440,300 497 300 527,300

53,300 1312500. 135,300 177 000 235,000 279,000

30,300 58,400 100,200 132,000 180,000 219,000

23,000 30,100 35,100 45,000 55,000 60,000

12,100 23,250 43,000 75,300 110,100 127,900

7,950 15,700 29,050 50,000 70,000 80,000

1,500 3,200 8,100 15,000 22,500 26,000

1,500 2,250 4,800 10,000 16,000 20,000

500 400 200 100

23,600 44,700 88,800 127,200 173,500 198,100_
--

8,400 14,000 25,450 37,800 51,000 53,000

8,900 15,700 23,650 30,000 37,400 40,000

5,900 14,500 39,000 58,500 84,000 98,900

29,600 59,750 135,500 205,200 319,100 391,700

10,400 19,200 43,300 65,000 108,400 134,000

14,850 33,700 77,400 109,00^ 15'),400 189,500

4,300 6,700 14,600 31,000 54,000 67,800

394,600 562,000 790,300 1,026,000 1,335,000 1,524,000

817,900 1,165,200 1,629,100 2,144,000 2,793,000 3,188,000

(a) Including Indian Reserves (b) including Buntzen and Indian Reserve

Indian Reserves. (d) Including Barnston and Indian Reserves. Source:

Planning Board study, 1968. Figures for 1971-1986, estimates made at

Estimates for Fraser Valley College region (including Indian Reserves,

90,400 for 1971, 102,900 for 1981 and 113,000 for 1986.

s. (c) Including
Lower Mainland
that date.
etc.) are



Table 2a. Some Indications of Lower Mainland Distribution.

a. Totals

Sub-regicn
Population

1971
Gainfully
Employed
1971

New
Housing
1966-71

Vancouver 426,000 222,000 14,400

North Shore 126,000 20,000 8,000

Burnaby-New Westminster 169,000 60,000 10,400

Coquitlam-Port Moody 85,000 9,000 7,600

Surrey-Richmond-Delta 217,000 44,000 16,900

Round figures. Adapted from Census and other daca analyzed in
Living Close to Work (Wilbur Smith Study for GVRD, 1973).

b. Proportionate Distribution (1971)

Sub-region Population Employment New
Housing

Vancouver 41.6 62.5 53.9

North Shore 12.3 5.6 13.9

Burnaby-New Westminster 16.5 16.9 18.2

Coquitlam-Port Moody 7.3 2.6 13.3

vurrey-Richmond-Delta 21.3 12.4 29.5

Total Region 100.0 100.0 100.0



Table 2. Lower Mainland: The Components (1951-1971).

(Round figures only)

Area 1951 1961 1971

Vancouver City 345,000 385,000 426,300

Burnaby - New Westminster 88,500 135,000 168,500

North Shore 44,000 88,000 126,000

Eastern Suburbs 55,700 120,000 171,600

Southern Suburbs 26,000 58,000 108,000

Lower Mainland Region 559,200 786,000 1,000,400

Population projections for British Columbia vary from 2,278,000 to

2,700,000 for 1975.

Table 3. Families: Metropolitan Region (1951-1971).

(Round figures only)

Year City Rest of CMA Total Region (a)

1951 92,300 141,900 234,700

1956 94,500 171,300 265,800

1961 95,700 196,300 292,000

1966 99,400 217,300 316,700

1971 101,700 267,100 368,800

(a) N.B. CMA is larger than GND of 1961 and 1951.



Table 4. Vancouver Districts and Suburban Components: Populations 1971
and Comparative Years.

a. Vancouver Districts (1971-1981)

Areas 1971 1976 1981

A Point Grey 37,700 39,000 39,900B Kerridsdale-Dunbar 27,300 28,500 28,000C South-West 21,000 21,800 21,600
D Kitsilano 28,000 28,600 29,100
E- Central Shaughnessy 25,700 25,400 25,200F City-False Creek 9,200 9,400 19,000G West End 38,100 40,000 42,000H Main-Victoria 40,500 43,400 45,700J East Central 49,800 50,600 51,300K South Central 46,200 47,100 47,800L North East 42,300 44,800 46,500
M North Central 35,100 36,000 36,900N South-East 25,100 31,100 37,000

I. Vancouver City 426,000 445,000 470,000

b. Outer Suburbs (1966-1971)

Areas
1966 1971

Migration
66-71 (a)
(P.C.)

II. Burnaby-New Westminster
Burnaby 112,000 125,700 64
New Westminster 38,000 42,800 75

III. North Shore

West Vancouver 32,000 36,400 43
North Vancouver District 48,100 57,900 71
North Vancouver City 26,800 31,900 71

IV. Eastern Suburbs
Coquitlam 40,900 53,100 75
Port Coquitlam 11,100 19,600 84
Fraser Mills 200 200 -
Port Moody 7,000 10,800 77
Surrey 81,800 98,600 72

V. Southern Subur'
Richmond 50,500 62,100 73
Delta 20,700 45,900 91
(White Rock) (7,800) (10,300) (1.6)

Vancouver City 410,400 426,300 56
Census Metropolitan Area (b) 933,100 1,082,400 76

Source: City of Vancouver; Planning data tabulations; estimates to nearest 1000.
(a) Estimated percentage of the 1966-1971 growth due to migration. (b) Includes
Langley, Pitt Meadows, Maple Ridge.
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Table 5a. Population Trends: Comparative Areas, Greater Vancouver

(Lower Mainland), 1971-1981.

Areas 1971 1976 1981

P.C. Growth
1971-1981

Vancouver (a) (b) 429,795 450,000 475,900 10.8

1 Point Grey-University (b) 41,225 43,300 45,800 11.1

2 Kerrisdale-Dunbar 27,305 28,500 28,000 2.5

3 South-West 20,975 21,800 21,600 3.0

4 Kitsilano 28,035 28,600 29,100 3.8

5 Shaughnessy 25,665 25,400 25,200 -1.8

6 False Creek 9,175 9,00 19,000 107.1

7 West End 38,135 40,000 42,000 10.1

8 Central 40,530 43,400 45,700 12.8

9 East-Central 49,820 50,600 51,300 3.0

10 Fairview 46,195 47,100 47,800 3.5

11 North-East 42,550 44,800 46,500 9.3

12 North-Central 35,085 36,000 36,900 5.2

13 South-East 25,100 31,100 37,000 47.4

Burnaby-New Westminster 168,495 188,500 209,000 24.0

North Shore 126,135 146,500 166,000 31.7

West Vancouver 36,430 41,000 45,500 24.9

North Vancouver (c) 89,705 105,500 120,500 34.5

Outer Suburbs N.E. 83,560 109,500 136,500 63.2

Coquitlam-Fraser Mills 53,225 68,500 85,000 59.7

Port Coquitlam 19,555 26,500 34,000 73.5

Port Moody 10,780 14,500 17,500 62.3

Outer Suburbs: South 107,985 147,500 187,500 73.6

Richmond 62,125 82,500 102,5C0 65.0

Delta 45,860 65,000 85,000 85.3

Outer Suburbs: East

Surrey 98,595 145,000 172,000 74.5

Lower Mainland 1,014,565 1,187,000 1,346,900 32.8

Figures for 1971 from Census 1971 sources; rounded to nearest 1000. Figures

for 1971 and 1981 estimates (assuming continuation of preceding trends) from

Vancouver Planning Department and GVRD sources. (a) Excluding Indian Reserves.

(b) Areas of growth by reason of apartment designation (1973) include: West

End, False Creek. Kitsilano, Mount Pleasant, East Hastings, Grandview.

r-
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Table 5b. Population Projections in Relation to Town Centres (1986).

Areas Actual,
1971

Target Target
A B

Unplanned
Trend

Vancouver 426
2....._
256 485,900 485,000 477,400

Capilano 126,544 193,700 162,700 187,300--.- --
West Vancouver 36,440 69,900 43,200 49,800
N. Van. (City) 57,861 44,900 41,500 45,300
N. Van. (District) 31,847 78,000 76,500 91,200
Lion's Bay 396 900 900 1,000

"Peninsula 1.1; (168,495) (255,500) (243,000) (226,100)

Burnaby 125,660 185,600 174,600 169,100
New Westminster 42,835 69,900 68,400 57,000

"Peninsula E": (83,441) (123,900) (144,200) (152,700)

Port Coquitlam 19,560 26,600 30,600 42,000
Coquitlam 53,073 82,200 92,500 87,400
Port Moody 10,778 15,100 21,100 23,300

Outer Suburbs (206,582) (434,700) (436,700) (417,300)

Richmond 62,121 151,600 199,100 120,700
Surrey 98,601 205,200 263,700 196,600
Delta 45,860 77,900 73,900 100,000

Douglas College

458,518 814,100 823,900 796,100District*

Combined Areas 1,023,042 1,493,700 1,471,600 1,460,800

Adapted from material supplied by GVRD. All estimates for 1986 rounded
to nearest hundred. * Excluding Maple Ridge, Langely; also Electoral
Area B. The combined population of Maple Ridge and Langley is between
56,000 - 60,000.



Table 6. Some Indices of College Development (1965-1973).

(Full-Time Enrolments in University, Technical and Career Courses)

Session University-Transfer
Courses

Technical and Career
Courses (b) (c)

Capilano Douglas
VCC Capilano Douglas VCC

1965 (a) 973 - ( ) - -

1966 1,197 - - ( )

1967 1,396 - ( ) -

1968 2,123 401 - 540 89 -

1969 1,581 364 - 545 98 -

1970 1,876 422 811 740 141 346

1971 1,988 433 1,086 854 248 406

1972 1,570 428 967 821 274 440

1973 2,120 624 980 918 424 518

Source: Materials supplied by Research and Standards Branch, Dept. of

Education, Victoria.

(a) 1965-6_ and similarly. (b) Figures before 1968 not available.

(c) Not including Vocational courses.

UBC enrolments - 15,809 (1965) to 18,370 (1973).

SFU enrolments - 2,359 (1965) to 5,007 (1973).

BCIT enrolments - 2,354 (1965) to 3,027 (1973).



Table 7a. Social Components: Young Adults and the Aged. Lower Mainland
Sectors, 1961.

15 - 24 Years 65 and over

Males Females Males Females

i

I. Vancouver City 12.1 13.1 13.7 14.0

A. University-Point Grey 14.8 13.0 11.0 13.9
B. Kerrisdale-Dunbar 13.1 11.7 12.3 14.8
C. Shaughnessy 13.8 12.4 13.9 15.3
D. West End 9.2 13.5 22.3 24.7
E. North Central 11.5 14.0 20.0 15.8

1. E. Kitsilano 13.4 13.9 13.9 18.1
2. False Creek 8.6 16.8 24.1 18.5
3. Main-Victoria 10.3 17.7 19.0 10.7

F. East Vancouver 12.6 12.6 9.5 10.9
1. North-East Vancouver 12.4 12.9 10.6 11.0
2. East Central 12.5 12.4 9.7 11.7
3. Fraserview 12.8 12.6 8.5 9.6

II. Burnaby-New Westminster

A. Burnaby 1 12.2 12.4 7.2 7.9
B. Burnaby 2 12.1 12.0 8.2 8.7
C. Burnaby 3 12.0 11.4 9.5 10.2
D. New Westminster 15.5 17.7 10.5 11.9

III. North Shore

A. W. Vancouver 12.1 9.8 8.4 11.0
B. N. Vancouver (District) 8.9 9.0 5.3 6.0
C. N. Vancouver (City) 13.0 12.9 8.4 10.0

IV. Eastern Suburbs

A. Coquitlam-Fraser Mills 10.8 12.3 7.0 8.3
B. Surrey North 10.3 11.9 6.5 5.8
C. Surrey South 10.9 11.0 17.4 14.9

V. Southern Suburbs

A. Richmond W. 10.7 11.9 4.6 4.7
B. Richmond S.E. 13.2 12.9 6.8 5.4
C. Delta 11.6 11.0 8.0 7.1

Metropolitan Region 11.8 12.5 10.9 11.3

Source: A Regional Study of Social Welfare Measurements (No. 3; The
Metropolitan Area); M.S.W. Thesis, U.B.C., by E. Bartlett,
H. Bligh, G. Bombadieri, G. Noak, and A. Specken (edited by
Dr. Leonard Marsh). University of British Columbia Library
(Special Gollections), 1964.
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Table 7b. Social Components: Family Composition. Lower Mainland Sectors, 1961.

Sector
Total

Families

Young Families Elderly Families

No. P.C. No. P.C.

I. Vancouver City

A. University-Point Grey 4,824 109 2.25 895 18.55

B. Kerrisdale-Dunbar 5,796 73 1.25 1,174 20.25

C. Shaughnessy 13,454 278 2.06 2,621 19.48

D. West End 5,543 187 3.37 1,569 28.30

E. North Central
1. E. Kitsilano 9,224 474 5.13 1,778 19.27

2. False Creek 4,900 258 5.26 1,024 20.89

3. Main-Victoria 8,323 424 5.10 1,286 15.45

F. East Vancouver
1. North-East 10,035 379 3.77 1,550 15.44

2. E. Central 21,360 851 3.98 3,277 15.34

3. Fraserview 13,088 450 3.43 1,741 13.30

II. Burnaby-New Westminster

A. Burnaby 1 9,695 416 4.29 1,028 10.60

B. Burnaby 2 9,005 323 3.58 1,049 11.64

C. Burnaby 3 7,285 320 4.39 1,034 14.19

D. New Westminster 7,900 353 4.46 1,264 16.00

III. North Shore

A. West Vancouver 6,612 78 1.17 870 13.15

B. N. Vancouver (District) 9,835 187 1.90 794 8.07

C. N. Vancouver (City) 6,114 318 5.20 784 12.82

IV. Eastern Suburbs

A. Coquitlam-Fraser Mills 9,521 447 4.69 811 8.51

B. Surrey N. 9,987 490 4.90 1,001 10.02

C. Surrey S. 9,393 353 3.75 2,427 25.83

V. Southern Suburbs

A. Richmond W. 8,803 346 3.93 637 7.23

B. Richmond S.E. 1,833 64 3.49 197 10.74

C. Delta 3,563 168 4.71 420 11.78

Metropolitan Vancouver 196,300 7,363 3.75 29,257 14.90

Vancouver City 95,740 3,448 3.60 16,867 17.61

Source: A Red-onal Study of Social Welfare Measurements (No. 3; The

Metropolitan Area).



Table 7c. Social Components: Some Indices of Stability or Vulnerability.

Lower Mainland Sectors, 1961.

1

Sector

Average
Income
Wage
Earner
Families

Male Un-
employ-
ment (a)

Elementary
Education
Only

Propor-
tion of
Rented
House-
holds

Low-
Wage

Earners
(b)

I. Vancouver City $5366 7.2 22.5 39.2 15.1
A. University-Point Grey 7349 2.7 7.3 22.3 15.3B. Kerrisdale-Dunbar 6656 2.7 9.5 7.1 12.2C. Shaughnessy 7825 1.9 12.2 23.8 11.9D. West End 5178 3.5 22.0 88.5 17.4E. North Central

29.1 64.61. East Kitsilano 5069 6.7 18.3 58.8 15.12. False Creek 4323 7.7 32.8 83.2 22.63. Main-Victoria 3752 11.6 37.1 56.4 22.4F. East Vancouver
24.4 22.1

1. North-East 4734 7.4 29.4 20.8 14.72. East Central 4928 6.1 24.1 22.4 13.43. Fraserview 5279 3.3 21.3 22.5 11.9
II. Burnaby-New Westminster

A. Burnaby 1 5497 4.5 17.9 16.1 10.7B. Burnaby 2 5626 3.8 17.3 22.6 9.9C. Burnaby 3 5390 4.0 18.5 20.9 11.1D. New Westminster 5194 4.8 21.8 37.4 13.1
III. North Shore

A. West Vancouver 7985 2.4 6.7 14.1 9.7B. North Vancouver (District) 6395 2.8 8.1 13.4 8.6C. North Vancouver (City) 5503 5.5 16.9 35.3 11.9
IV. Eastern Suburbs

A. Coquitlam-Fraser Mills 5522 3.5 19.7 16.3 9.7B. Surrey North 4681 6.3 18.9 18.3 11.3C. Surrey South 4543 5.9 21.0 16.1 13.7
V. Southern Suburbs

5414 3.3 13.8 18.1 8.9
A. Richmond W.
B. Richmond S.E. 4636 4.7 20.6 26.9 13.1C. Delta 5186 3.6 18.3 20.2 10.8

Metropolitan Region $5489 5.7 19.5 30.3 13.0

(a) Men recorded as "looking for work" on the census date, as a proportion of the
total male labour force. (b) Male wage earners who earned under $2000 in 1960-61.

Source: A Regional Study of Social Welfare Measurements (No. 3 11"' Metropoliten Area).



Table 8. School-Leaving Populations, College Areas, 1971-1981.

(Grade XII enrolments, Sept. 30)

College Districts 1971 1973 1975
*

1981
*

i

Vancouver (1) 5049 4932 4836 4459

/

Capilano (3) 2394 2389 2689 2418

Douglas (6) 6413 6635 7479 8385

Upper Fraser (5) 1544 1487 1671 1920

1971-3; School Board Statistics, Dept. "f Education.

* 1975, 1981: B.C. Research Council estimates.

Table 9. Young Adults (15-24), City and Region, 1961-1971.

Area 1961 1966 1971

City

Region (GVRD)

48,550

96,233

64,982

135,277

77,800

181,145

Census Metropolitan Area (CMA): 190,145 in 1971
(prior to 1971, same as GVRD).
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Table 10a. Major Age-Groups; College Areas and School Districts, 1966.

*
a. Totals

Colleges and
Districts

Age-Groups

Total
Population0-19 20-64 65+

*
Vancouver 118,000 254,420 57,750 430,170

Capilano

West Vancouver 12,450 20,810 3,960 37,220
North Vancouver 34,400 50,790 5,500 90,690
Howe Sound 4,210 4,890 300 9,400

Douglas

Burnaby 44,090 71,600 9,970 125,660
New Westminster 12,310 25,010 5,520 42,840

Langley 10,750 13,490 2,480 26,720
Maple Ridge 10,830 13,860 2,760 27,450
Coquitlam 36,330 43,470 4,700 84,500

Richmond 25,740 33,170 3,240 62,150
Surrey (a) 43,730 54,540 10,930 109,200
Delta 20,300 23,700 1,960 45,960

Upper Fraser

Abbotsford 12,850 15,280 3,260 31,390
Mission 5,020 6,150 1,470 12,640
Chilliwack 14,060 17,440 3,760 35,260
Agassiz-Harrison 1,790 2,250 360 4,400
Hope 2,630 3,400 430 6,460

Lower Mainland 409,490 654,270 118,350 1,182,110

Source: Adapted from school-district data supplied by Research and
Standards Branch, Dept. of Education, Victoria. (a) Including
White Rock. * Figures rounded to nearest ten.
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Table 10b. Major Age-Groups, College Areas and School Districts, 1971.

b. Proportionate Importance

Age-Groups
Total PopulationColleges and Districts 0-19 20-64 65 and over

Vancouver 27.4 59.1 13.4 430,170

Capiliao

West Vancouver 33.4 55.9 10.6 37,220

North Vancouver 37.9 56.0 6.1 00,690

Howe Sound 44.8 52.0 3.2 9,400

Douglas

Bulnaby 35.1 57.0 7.9 125,660

New Westminster 28.7 58.4 12.9 42,840

Langley 40.2 50.5 9.3 26,720

Maple Ridge 39.5 50.5 10.0 27,450

Coquitlam 43.0 51.4 5.6 84,500

Richmond 41.4 53.4 5.2 62,150

Surrey 40.0 50.0 10.0 109,200

Delta 44.2 51.6 4.3 45,960

Upper Fraser

Abbotsford 40.9 48.7 10.4 31,390

Mission 39.7 48.7 11.6 12,640

Chilliwack 39.9 49.5 10.7 35,260
Agassiz 40.7 51.1 8.2 4,400
Hope 40.7 52.6 6.7 6,460

Lower Mainland 34.6 55.3 10.0 1,182,110

Table 10c. Male-Female Distribution (1971).

College Area

Vancouver
Capilano
Douglas
Upper Fraser

Male Female

2581 2468

1255 1139

3338 3075

774 770
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Table 11. Educational Status of Adult Populations, Greater Vancouver Districts, 1971.

(Persons, both sexes, aged 15 and over)

Grades 11-13 with-District Grade 8 or less Grade 9-10 out Post-Secondary

Vancouver (96,720) (77,545) (119,230)

A Point Grey (a) 4,170 4,645 9,600
B Kerri3dale-Dunbar 2,015 3,135 7,090
C South-West 3,575 4,155 8,885D Kitsilano 4,760 4,445 7,790E Central Shaughnessy 4,050 3,535 7,210
F City-False Creek 3,955 1,705 1,875
G West-End 5,055 5,555 12,865
H Main-Victoria 13,985 6,600 7,140J East Central 11,900 8,915 10,710K South Central 15,840 14,095 19,695
L North East 12,280 7,020 8,555
M North Central 8,065 6,285 7,845
N South East 7,070 7,455 9,970

Burnaby-New Westminster (26,595) (29,965) (43,800)

Burnaby 17,610 22,270 32,910New Westminster 8,985 7,695 10,890

North Shore (15,325) (25,805) (49,3n)

West Vancouver 3,675 6,350 13,505
North Vancouver 11,650 19,455 35,830

Coquitlam-Port Moody-
Fraser Mills 10,420 21,565 19,255

Outer Suburbs (35,435) (43,955) (58,225)

Richmond 10,605 14,690 20,350
Surrey (b) 19,915 21,565 25,4b5Delta 4,915 7,700 12,410

Total Greater Vancouver 184,495 198,835 289,845

Source: Census 1971 materials supplied courtesy of GVRD.

(a) Excluding University Endownment Lands. (b) Including White Rock.



Table 12. Programme Enrolments: Lower Mainland Colleges (1973).

(Sample figures, November 1973)

College

University
Transfer

Career
Programmes Vocational General Total

Vancouver (Langara
only) (b)

Full-time 2,120 918 132(b) - 3,170

Part-time 1,159 61 4 1,224

Capilano

Full-time 624 424 - - 1,048

Part-time 481 376 - - 857

Douglas

Full-time 946 356 - 132 1,434

Part-time 622 XV? - 789 1,618

Totals: above units (a) ,

Full-time 3,690 1,698 132 132 5,652

Part-time 2,262 644 4 789 3,699

Abstracted from materials supplied by Research and Development Division,

Dept. of Education, Victoria.

(a) For Fraser Valley College, overall enrolments are estimated at 5000 - 7000

in the next two years (1975-6); or 1600 - 2400 YTE (full-time equivalents);

round numbers.

(b) For Vancouver Vocational Institute figures, see Table 13c.

The Department of Education Report on Education 1972-3 records an enrolment

of 9599 for Vancouver Vocational Institute and 8817 for Burnaby Vocational

Institute; but the number of relatively short courses must be kept in mind

in evaluating these figures.
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Table 13. College Enrolments: Components and Comparisons

a. University-Transfer Students, 1965-1973

Academic
Year

Full-Time Part-Time
VCC Capilano Douglas VCC Capilano Douglas

1965 (a) 973 - - ( ) - -

1966 1,197 - - ( ) - -

1967 1,396 - - 1,582 - -

1968 2,123 403 - 1,462 294 -

1969 1,581 364 - 1,621 481 -

1970 1,876 422 752 1,751 533 215

1971 1,988 433 1,086 1,787 465 348

1972 1,570 428 967 1,804 460 412

1973 2,120 624 946 1,159 481 622

(a) 1965-6, and similarly; counts in October of the session concerned.) - not available.

b. Comparative figures for Lower Mainland universities and
B.C. Institute of Technology, 1967-1973.

1967** 1973**
UBC

Undergraduate, full-time 15,820 1,976
Undergraduate, part-time*

SFU

Undergraduate, full-time
Undergraduate, part-time*

BCIT

Full-time
Part-time

16,255 2,476

4,242 3,738
4,497 4,569

1,776 3,027
1,220 4,607

* Excluding Summer and Inter-Session Courses. ** As at December.



13 c. Career Courses (Programmes), 1967-1973.

Academic
Year

Full-Time Part-Time

VCC 'Capilano Douglas VCC Capilano Douglas

1967 404 - - 0 - -

1968 540 52 - 0 0 -

1969 545 98 - 0 36 -

1970 647 141 305 93 16i 321

1971 732 248 406 122 173 612

1972 821 274 440 66 173 656

1973 1,054 424 488 61 376 996

13 d. Vocational Courses (Full-Time), 1967-1)73

Year VCC* Capilano Douglas

1967 1,443

1968 1,786

1969 1,683

1970 1,865 (none) (none)

1971 1,528

1973 1,449

1973 1,457

* Including Langara.



13e. Overall "Head Counts' 1967-1973

(Not including Community Service programmes, or-non-credit
adult educe ion courses).

Year

Incliling Vocational
Enrolments

(Excluding VOcational
Enrolments,"VCC Capilano Douglas VCC Capilano Douglas

1967 4,825 - - 3,382

1968 5,911 747 - 4,125
(no (no

1969 5,430 979 - 3,747

vocation- vocation-1970 6,232 1,263 1,593 4,367 al al

1971 6,159 1,321 2,452 4,629 courses) courses)

1972 5,710 1,335 2,475 4,261

1973 5,851 1,905 3,052 4,394



Table 14a. Vancouver Community College Components (1973-4).

Units

September
1973

September
1974

Langara

Academic 4,366 3,712

Technical 943

Vancouver Vocational Institute

Vocational (day) 1,319 1,218

Vocational (evening) 200 200

Special Programmes Division

Academic 1,260 850

Technical 1,576 1,851

Combined Totals (a) (b) 8,721 8,774

(a) Excluding Vancouver School of Art: 154 students in both

years divided by study year (146 first year in 1973,

131 first year in 1974).

(b) For Community Education Services, see Table 14b.
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Table 14b. Community Education Services

(Vancouver Community College System)

(Sample Figures, 1973)

Category Enrolment Total Classes In Schools

Technical 2,114 135 . 85

Vocational 2,835 148 50

Apprenticeship 229 27 1

Family Life 311 24 -

General Interest 10,265 455 343

Totals:

a. Offered in
Schools

b. In VCC

10,565 479

Units (a) 5,189 310 -

Overall Totals 15,754 789 (479)

Source: Abstracted from materials supplied by VCC Council.

(a) Including Vancouver School of Art (36 classes with 548
enrolment); Vancouver Vocational Institute (116 classes
with 1988 enrolment).
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is included in the text (Section 111).



CONSULTATIONS AND SUBMISSIONS

Meetings

Hazel L'Estrange; Chairman, Task Force on the Community College
in British Columbia.

Dr. Ron Faris (Superintendent of Communications), Robert May
(Research and Development Division); Department of Education,
Victoria.

Virginia Beirnes (Chairman) and Dr. Peter Bullen; Vancouver
Community College Council.

Alan Kelly (Chairman); Greater Vancouver Regional District.
Marjorie Courvoisier, Dr. P. Bullen, Dr. P. Oberlander (Council),

Dr. T. Gilligan (Principal), representatives of Special
Programmes Division, School of Art, Community Education
Services, other administrators, faculty and student
chairmen; VCC.

Dr. John Denholm (Principal), Donald McRae (president, VCC faculty
association),representatives of faculty, students, support
staff; Langara.

Hans Rerup (Convenor), representatives of faculty, students,
support staff; Vancouver Vocational Institute.

Robin Mayor (Principal), Stephen Harrison (faculty association);
Vancouver School of Art.

Dr. George Wootton (Principal), William Day (Dean of Instruction),
administrators; Douglas.

Representatives of faculty, students, programme organizers; Douglas.
Dr. Peter Spratt (Principal), and administrators; Capilano.
Jim McDonald (Chairman), and College Council; Capilano.
Dr. Larry Blake (Principal), Eric Woodroffe (Assistant to Principal);

Fraser Valley.

Lorne Smith (Principal), David A. Pedersen (Vice-Principal),
Derek Bland (Assistant to Principal); B.C. Vocational School,
Burnaby.

Ranjit Azad (Assistant Deputy Minister); B.C. Department of Labour.
B.H. Campbell (Director of Training); Western Joint Electrical

Training Society.
Dr. B. Wales (formerly Principal); VCC.
Harald Weinreich (Planning Officer); VCC.
W. Garnett Picot (Research Officer); Post-Secondary Enrolment

Forecasting Committee, B.C.

Letters and Reports

Hon. James Auld (Minister), Department of Colleges and Universities,
Ontario.

Michael Oswell, Extension Service, Department of Agriculture, B.C.
Erik KarPsen, Land Use and Environment Committee, B.C.
Roy Morris, Advisory Council for Educational Programmes on Ageing.
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Faculty Association, Langara.
Project Policy Team, Capilano.

J.E.Cooper Community Education Services, VCC.

L.S. Grant Student Services, VCC.

A.L. Maier, Administration, VCC.

R.H. Speed (Chairman, Counselling Services) VCC

Columbia Junior College.

We wish to thank Ted Rashleigh and other members of the

GVRD Planning Office for their ready cooperation in our

search for information; Charles Haynes for his construc-

tive responses to our mapping suggestions; and

Carol Moreno, Heather Troche, Peggy Jenkins, Betty Marsh,

and Elizabeth Garland, for their contributions to our

voluminous typing requirements.
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